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Welcome to this, the first issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views') for Volume 19
(2005).
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

As usual there is something of interest for everyone in this issue, this issue as usual having material from
the 1920s through to 2005. This issue sees the start of a major series of articles on the Lockheed Lodestar
in Australian and overseas service. This is another type which has been only briefly covered in other publications. The popular spread of Mick Elst's photos taken at club meeting returns (Mick was not able to pass
me anything in time for the last issue, thus the break).
In addition we have a very mixed bag of articles (even having something on the Naval side for the first time
since I took over as editor again in 2000). This issue has the first of a new regular segment showcasing the
photo collection of Alan Yee in a similar vein to the regular spread of photos from the AHMWA courtesy of
Mick Mirkovic (which is very popular and will be continuing in future issues). There are also some very good
articles on modelling techniques from Gary Wickham plus two more of Ley Reynolds interesting articles on
obscure subjects.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Dave Edwards, Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, Mick Elst, DOD & the AHMWA plus Roger Lambert for the work that he did on the Lodestar articles. Obviously I also am grateful to
Matt Ward and Ley Reynolds for the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
The club website also has further photos from the last 6 months taken by Gary Wickham & Dave Connolly
at 'www.ipmsnsw.org'.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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THE LOCKHEED LODESTAR IN RAAF AND AUSTRALIAN SERVICE

by Roger Lambert & Steve Mackenzie
Introduction
The Lockheed Model 18 was developed as a result of problems
which were experienced with its predecessor, the Model 14 Super
Electra. Northwest Airlines had purchased Model 14 Super Electras
but three of its 11 aircraft crashed between May 1938 and January
1939. Public confidence in the Lockheed twin was lost and North
West returned the Model 14 aircraft to Lockheed and purchased the
Douglas DC-3 instead. In the same period, five Super Electras
crashed, one in Canada, one in England, one in the Netherlands and
two in Rumania.
Lockheed quickly realised it needed a replacement for the Model 14
Super Electra and work began on its successor. The new aircraft utilized the wings, engines and tail plane of the Model 14 in a redesigned and lengthened fuselage. The new aircraft was designated
Model 18 and named Lodestar. The Model 18 Lodestar was a twinengined, all-metal, twin-tailed, mid-wing monoplane with retractable
undercarriage (although the tail wheel did not retract). Leading edge
slots and Fowler flaps were retained.
The Lodestar was the last twin-engined transport designed by the
Lockheed company. The prototype was a Lockheed Model 14 Super
Electra which had been lengthened by five feet six inches (1.68 m)
and was actually one of the Model 14 Super Electras returned to
Lockheed from Northwest Airlines. The first flight was on 21 September 1939.
Although the Lodestar was designed for the commercial market,
Lockheed found that sales were extremely slow as airlines had committed themselves to the Douglas DC-3. Fortunately for Lockheed,
the Model 18 appealed to export customers. Foreign sales were
made to airlines or government agencies in Africa, Brazil, Canada,
France, the Netherlands, Norway, South Africa, the United Kingdom,
and Venezuela. A total of 96 aircraft were sold prewar.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde Ex-Services Club
724 Victoria Rd
Ryde NSW 2112

There was only limited military interest in the Model 18 prior to World
War II. Later procurement however, especially from the United
States Army Air Force (USAAF), brought the total of Lodestars constructed by Lockheed to 625 airframes before production ended.
The US Navy (USN) was the first military operator of the Lodestar.
Three variants were ordered in 1940 by the USN these being a personnel transport carrying 14 passengers, a paratroop transport carrying 18 and an executive transport (R50-1) carrying 7 passengers.
The US Army Air Force (USAAF) followed suit in 1941 and ordered
13 Lodestars. These USAAF aircraft were designated the C-57. Following the Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbour (7 December
1941), several civil Lodestars were requisitioned and impressed into
military service. These were designated the C-56. The first real military version of the Lodestar was the C-60A which was ordered by the
USAAF on 5 February 1942. From 1942 to 1943, the USAAF received a total of 324 of the paratroop transport Lodestars.
A number of Lodestar aircraft were passed to the Royal Air Force
(RAF). These aircraft were operated as medium range transports
and were designated Lodestar I (C-56), Lodestar IA (C-59) and Lodestar II (C-60). Besides the USAAF, USN and RAF, Lodestars served
with the Netherlands East Indies Air Force, the Royal Australian Air
Force, the Royal New Zealand Air Force and the South African Air
Force.
Just as the Model 14 Super Electra had been the predecessor to the
famous Lockheed Hudson, the Model 18 Lodestar was the forerunner
of the of the Lockheed Ventura ( for the ‘Ventura in RAAF Service‘
article, refer to ‘In Miniature‘ Volumes 18-3 & 18-4). Unlike the Hudson, the Lodestar had no real record of exciting action during World
War II. Nevertheless, the type made a valuable contribution to the
war effort and admirably filled the medium range transport role.

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Lodestar Variants
In all, there were 22 variants of the Lockheed Model 18 Lodestar.
However, readers should note that the designation C-60C was reserved for a proposed 21 seat troop transport but the aircraft was
never constructed by Lockheed. The Lodestar variants were:
XR5O-1: single aircraft with 1,200 hp (895 kw) Wright R-1820 Cyclone engines, acquired for evaluation by the US Coast Guard.
R50-1: three aircraft configured as staff transports, two USN and one
US Coast Guard, powered by 1,200 hp (895 kw) Wright R-1820-97
Cyclone engines.
R50-2: one USN aircraft, similar to impressed USAAF C-59, with 850
hp (634 kw) Pratt ; Whitney R-1830-25 Hornet engines.
R50-3: three aircraft ordered by USN as VIP transports, with 1,200 hp
(895 kw) Pratt &amp; Whitney R-1830-34A engines.
R50-4: 12 seven-passenger transports impressed for USN service,
with 1,200 hp (895 kw) Wright R-1820-40 engines.
R50-5: 41 aircraft, generally as for USAAF’s C-60, equipped as 14
seat passenger transports for USN.
R50-6: 35 aircraft, generally as for USAAF’s C-60A, equipped as 18
seat paratroop transports for USN and USMC.
C-56 to C-56E: 36 commercial Lodestars impressed for service with
USAAF; the RAF designated these aircraft Lodestar Mk I.
C-57 and C-57B: 20 commercial Lodestars impressed for service with
USAAF.
C-57C: three C-60As re-engined with 1,200 hp (895 kw) Pratt &amp;
Whitney R-1830-43 engines.
C-57D: one C-57A re-engined for a second time.
C-59: 10 impressed civil Lodestars, seven of which were transferred
to the RAF via Lend-Lease; the RAF designated these aircraft Lodestar Mk IA.
C-60: 36 impressed civil Lodestars, 16 of which were transferred to
the RAF via Lend-Lease; the RAF designated these aircraft Lodestar
Mk II.
C-60A: 324 new aircraft constructed for the USAAF, equipped as 18
seat paratroop transports, with 1,200 hp (895 kw) Wright R-1820-87
engines.

All metal, stressed-skin construction.
Three crew, 14 passenger personnel/freight transport, or air ambulance.
Two x 1,000 hp Wright Cyclone radial piston engines.
Span: 65’ 6
Length: 49’ 10
Height: 11’ 10
Weight: 11,790 lb empty and 17,500 lb loaded.
Maximum Speed: 272 mph.
Cruising Speed: 251 mph.
Service Ceiling: 26,000 ft.
Climb: 1,950 ft/min.
Range: 1,890 miles.
Armament: Nil.

Into RAAF Service
July 1943 saw three Lodestars (C-60) loaned by the USAAF to the
RAAF and operated by 36 Squadron. Although allotted for military
service, these three aircraft did not receive RAAF serial numbers.
They were instead allocated radio callsigns by which they were identified. These were VH-CED, VH-CEJ and VH-CEE. VH-CED and VHCEJ were transferred to Australian National Airlines for servicing. VHCEE was allotted to 15 Aircraft Repair Depot. After a period of a little
over six months, the three Lodestars were returned to the USAAF in
early 1944. (Table 1 refers).
Between 23 August 1943 and 11 January 1944, a total of ten Lodestars were allotted to 37 Squadron, and later, to 1 Communications
Unit and 4 Communications Unit. These Lodestars were allocated the
RAAF serials A67-1 to A67-10 inclusive. Although A67-6 was lost on
26 January 1945 (crashed and burnt), the remaining Lodestars gave
faithful service until they were eventually sold to civilian operators in
1947. (Table 2 refers).
As well as the RAAF aircraft, five Lodestars were transferred from the
Netherlands East Indies (NEI) to 37 Squadron in early 1944. These
NEI Lodestars were serials LT-931 to LT-935 inclusive. LT-932, LT933 and LT-935 were returned to the NEI in 1946. LT-931 and LT-934
were sold off by the Foreign Liquidation Commission on 18 July 1950.
(Table 3 refers)</P>
In addition, a number of ex NEI Lodestars were operated from Australia by Ansett/ Airlines of Australia, Australian National Airways
(ANA), and Qantas. Not listed are the balance of the Lodestars in the
NEI serial range LT-906 to 925 which were destroyed before taking up
an Australian identity and a batch with serials LT-926 to 934 which
were not taken up and which went to the USAAF & USN instead. Serials LT931-934 were later duplicated by the batch of airframes received in late 1943.

XC-60B: one experimental aircraft for USAAF to evaluate a hot-air
de-icing system.
C-60C: proposed 21 seat troop transport but never built.
C-66: one aircraft equipped as a VIP transport constructed for the
President of Brazil.

Technical Data
Lockheed Model L18 Lodestar
All metal, stressed-skin construction.
Three crew, 14 passenger personnel transport.
Two x 875 hp Pratt & Whitney Hornet S1E2-G radial piston engines.
Span: 65’ 6 (19.96 m).
Length: 49’ 10 (15.19 m).
Height: 11’ 10 (3.61 m).
Weight: 11,250 lb empty and 19,200 lb loaded.
Maximum speed: 218 mph (351 kph).
Service ceiling: 20,400 ft (6,220 m).
Range: 1,800 miles (2,897 km).
Armament: Nil.

Lockheed Lodestar II (C-60)
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Picture shows LT-933, one of the 2nd batch of NEIAF airframes that were attached to 37 Sqn RAAF for operational

RAAF and Other Australian-based Lodestar Operators
As previously mentioned, Lodestars were primarily operated by 36
Squadron and 37 Squadron, RAAF. Additionally two SAAF Lodestar IIs
(C-60) were used by 1 Air Ambulance Unit, RAAF in the Middle East.
The following tables list those Lockheed Lodestars with a specific
RAAF or Australian identity. There were numerous Lodestars which
had an Australian connection and no attempt has been made in this
article to list all of these aircraft. In other words, foreign military or civil
examples of the Lockheed Model 18 Lodestar that may have visited
and departed Australia without taking up an Australian identity have
been excluded.

1) the five Netherlands East Indies (NEI) Air Force Lodestars transferred to 37 Squadron in early 1944
2) the 12 NEI aircraft that were allocated to the RAAF but operated by
Airlines such as Ansett/Airlines of Australia, Australian National Airways and Qantas during the World War II, and
3) the 10 USAAF aircraft that were operated by airlines such as Ansett/
Airlines of Australia, Australian National Airways and Qantas during the
World War II. This batch includes three loaned to the RAAF by the
United States Army Air Force (USAAF) at one stage.
All of these aircraft received Australian identities via ‘VH’ radio callsigns.

The exceptions of course are:

Table 1 – Loaned Lodestars

RAAF
Serial

Squadron

Production
Details

Comments

Nil

36 Squadron

MSN 2193: Serial 42-32173
Model C-60

On loan from USAAF; callsign VHCED; received 36 Sqn 22 July 1943; named "Kia Ora";
issued to ANA at Archerfield 23 August 1943; received 36 Sqn ex-ANA 22 December
1943; flown from Townsville to Eagle Farm for return to USAAF; issued to USAAF ex-36
Sqn 13 March 1944; SOC and scrapped 17 December 1945

Nil

36 Squadron

MSN 2198; Serial 42-32178;
Model C-60

On loan from USAAF; callsign VHCEJ; received 36 Sqn 19 July 1943; named "Rebel";
issued to ANA at Mascot; received 36 Sqn 11 October 1943; flown from Townsville to Eagle Farm 25 January 1944 for return to USAAF; SOC and scrapped 7 March 1944

Nil

36 Squadron

MSN 2194; Serial 42-32174;
Model C-60

Assigned to 21TCS USAAF in Oct 42. Assigned 22TCS, then 39TCS. Delivered to 36 Sqn
RAAF on 08 Jul 43. callsign VHCEE; named "Kiwi". Flown from Townsville to Eagle
Farm (Brisbane) on return to USAAF on 10 Feb 44. To Guinea Airways Ltd 01 Mar 44.
Special CofA X15 issued. WFS and parked at Parafield 02 Jun 45. Subsequently returned to
USAAF. Later VH-BAG (the registration VH-BYG not taken up)

Table 2 – RAAF Lodestars

RAAF Squadron
Serial
A67-1

37 Squadron

(Note 3)

Code OM-A

A67-2

37 Squadron
Code OM-B

A67-3

37 Squadron
Code OM-D

A67-4

37 Squadron
Code OM-E

A67-5

37 Squadron
Code OM-F

Production
Details

Comments

MSN 2508; Serial 42-56035;
Model C-60A-5

Received 3AD ex USA on 23 Aug 1943. Callsign VHRAA allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 6
Sep 1943. Force landed Laverton 25 Feb 1944 due to port engine failure in flight (repaired).
To ANA Parafield 23 Apr 45, probably for overhaul. Stored 1 AD on 19 Nov 45 (later to 7
AD). Sold New Zealand Airways Corp on 22 Jan 1947.

MSN 2535; Serial 42-56042;
Model C-60A-5

Received 3AD ex USA on 23 Aug 1943. Callsign VHRAB allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 5
Sep 1943. Engine damaged during run up at Tennant Creek on 25 Mar 1944 due to u/c collapse. To 14 ARD for repairs, returning to 37 Sqn on 16 Jun 1944. Airframe damaged during
ground loop at Merauke on 23 Aug 1944. Issued to 1 RSU & ANA Parafield for repairs, returning to 37 Sqn on 21 Feb 1945. Transferred to 1 Comm Unit on 19 May 1945. To 7 AD
for storage 9 Aug 1945. Transferred to Dept Civil Aviation 19 Mar 1947 (Rego VH-CAA not
taken up).

MSN 2536; Serial 42-56043;
Model C-60A-5

Received 3AD ex USA on 23 Aug 1943. Callsign VHRAC allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 2
Sep 1943. Transferred to 1 Comm Unit on 31 Mar 1945 (fitted with seats from Hudson A16110). To 7 AD for inspection, then storage 22 Jul 1945. Sold New Zealand National Airways
Corp on 5 Feb 1947, later rego ZK-AOT allocated.

MSN 2537; Serial 42-56044;
Model C-60A-5

Received 3AD ex USA on 27 Aug 1943. Callsign VHRAD allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 9
Sep 1943. Outfitted with special VIP interior (including sound proofing) and issued to 4
Comm Unit for use of G.O.C.A.M.F (General Blamey) on 29 Jan 1944. Issued 1 Comm Unit
(ex 4 CU) on 23 Mar 45 for use of General Blamey (operated by 1 CU in Nat Metal finish).
To 7 AD for inspection, then storage 22 Jul 1945. Sold New Zealand National Airways Corp
on 5 Feb 1947, later rego ZK-AOS allocated.

MSN 2538; Serial 42-56045;
Model C-60A-5

Received 3AD ex USA on 23 Aug 1943. Callsign VHRAE allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 28
Aug 1943. To 1 AD for repair of damage caused by failure of port engine on 16 Dec 44. After repair issued 23 Mar 1945 to 1 Comm Unit for use of Governor General with special VIP
interior and Nat Metal scheme. To 7 AD for repairs, then storage 12 Jun 1945. Sold Mr.G.
Board on 3 Feb 1947. Later registered VH-GRB and VH-OAS.
,1
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RAAF Squadron
Serial
A67-6

37 Squadron
Code OM-G

A67-7

37 Squadron
Code OM-H

A67-8

37 Squadron
Code OM-J

A67-9

37 Squadron
Code OM-K

A67-10

37 Squadron
Code OM-L

Production
Details

Comments

MSN 2610;
Received 3AD ex USA on 28 Nov 1943. Callsign VHRAF allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 29
Serial 43-16450; Nov 1943. Crashed and caught fire Merauke, Dutch New Guinea 26 January 1945 after tyre
Model C-60A-5 blew on take off. Allocated 6 CRD for conversion.
MSN 2611;
Received 3AD ex USA on 28 Nov 1943. Callsign VHRAG allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 29
Serial 43-16451; Nov 1943. Transferred to 1 Comm Unit on 4 Apr 1945 (fitted with seats from Hudson
Model C-60A-5 A16-114). To 7 AD for repairs, then storage 7 Jul 1945. Sold to Mr.H.E.Ellis on 3 Feb 1947.
Later registered VH-BFZ
MSN 2612;
Received 3AD ex USA on 16 Dec 1943. Callsign VHRAH allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 21
Serial 43-16452; Dec 1943. Transferred to 1 Comm Unit on 23 May 1945 (fitted with seats from Hudson A16Model C-60A-5 120). To 7 AD for repairs, then storage 9 Aug 1945. Sold to DCA 19 Mar 1947 with Rego
VH-CAC, leased to TAA as VH-CAC 24 April 1951, sold to TAA & re-registered VH-TAZ
"Stockdale" 26 February 1952.
MSN 2614;
Received 3AD ex USA on 8 Dec 1943. Callsign VHRAI allocated and issued 37 Sqn on 9
Serial 43-16454;; Dec 1943. Damaged during force landing 1 Feb 1944, 10 miles S of Sterling Creek. Locally
Model C-60A-5 repaired on unit & Issued 1 Comm Unit ex 1 AD after conversion to VIP standard. To be
used by U.K Air Liason Staff and Chief of Air Staff. To 47 OBU on 12 Dec 44 for use HQ
Pacific Echelon. Transferred to 4 Comm Unit 11 May 1945 . To 7 AD for repairs, then
storage 19 Jul 1945. Sold Kingsford Smith Aviation Services on 3 Feb 1947. Sold to NZNAC
as ZK-APU in 1947.
MSN 2613;
Received 3AD ex USA on 11 Jan 1944. Callsign VHRAJ allocated and issued 37 Sqn same
Serial 43-16453;; day. Airframe damaged due to port u/c collapsing while taxying at Merauke 6 Sep 1944,
Model C-60A-5 repaired locally. Damaged again when tyre blew on landing and a/c ground looped 6 Dec
1944. After repairs at ANA Parafield and fitting of seats from A16-116, issued to 4 Comm
Unit 30 Mar 1945. Transferred 1 Comm Unit 10 May 1945.& to 7 AD for repairs, then storage 12 Jun 1945. Sold to DCA 19 Mar 1947 with Rego VH-CAB.

Table 3 – Transferred from Netherland East Indies Air Force to RAAF

NEI
Serial

Squadron

Production
Details

LT-931

37 Squadron

Callsign VHRDA; on charge to RAAF 18 July 1944
MSN 2507;
Serial 42-56034;
Model C-60A-5

LT-932

37 Squadron

Callsign VHRDT, later VH-FAC; on charge to RAAF 30 March 1944; returned to NEI Forces.
MSN 2553;
Serial 42-56060;
Model C-60A-5

LT-933

37 Squadron

Callsign VHRDU, later VH-FAB; on charge to RAAF 14 April 1944; returned to NEI Forces.
MSN 2603;
Serial 43-16443;
Model C-60A-5

LT-934

37 Squadron

Callsign VHRDV; on charge to RAAF 14 April 1944.
MSN 2608;
Serial 43-16448;
Model C-60A-5

LT-935

37 Squadron

Callsign VHRDW; on charge to RAAF 5 January 1944; returned to NEI Forces; SOC by USAAF
MSN 2618;
Serial 43-16458; April 1947.
Model C-60A-5

(Note 1)
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Comments

Table 4 – NEI Lodestars Operated in Australia

NEI
Serial

Squadron

LT-907

Production
Details

Comments

MSN 2102;
Callsign VHCAA; later VH-ARZ then ZK-ANA.
Serial 42-68347;
Model C-56B

(Note 2)
LT-908

MSN 2103;
Callsign VHCAB; allotted to Qantas November 1942; CofA issued 1 January 1943; crashed
Serial 42-68348; at Ward’s Strip, Port Moresby 26 November 1943.
Model C-56B

LT-909

MSN 2104;
Callsign VHCAC; later VH-ARY.
Serial 42-68349;
Model C-56B

LT-914

MSN 2109;
Callsign VHCAD; crashed between Townsville & Cooktown 14 July 1942.
Serial 42-68350;
Model C-56B

LT-916

MSN 2120;
Callsign VHCAE; allotted Ansett Airways; crashed Archerfield 11 October 1942.
Serial 42-68351;
Model C-56B

LT-917

MSN 2121;
Callsign VHCAF; allotted to Qantas December 1942; CofA issued to ANA 4 June 1943;
Serial 42-68352; belly landing Archerfield 28 January 1944; wheels up landing Archerfield 23 February 1944;
Model C-56B
crashed Archerfield 22 April 1944; WFS and returned to USAAF 10 May 1944.

LT-919

MSN 2123;
Callsign VHCAG; allotted to ANA March 1942; destroyed in enemy air raid at Jackson’s
Serial 42-68353; Field, Port Moresby 17 August 1942.
Model C-56B

LT-921

MSN 2125;
Callsign VHCAH; allotted to ANA/Airlines of Australia March 1942; crashed at Buna and
Serial 42-68354; bulldozed off strip 30 November 1942.
Model C-56B

LT-923

MSN 2127;
Callsign VHCAI; allotted to 21 TCS March 1942; allotted to 22 TCS July 1942; destroyed in
Serial 42-68355; enemy air raid at Jackson’s Field, Port Moresby 17 August 1942.
Model C-56B

LT-924

MSN 2128;
Callsign VHCAJ; CofA issued, operated by ANA/Airlines of Australia 2 November 1942;
Serial 42-68356; collided with Hudson A16-114 at Archerfield 12 December 1942; damaged in ground loop at
Model C-56B
Townsville and returned to USAAF 26 February 1943; written off and converted to components 27 February 1943.

LT-925

MSN 2129;
Callsign VHCAK; allotted to 21 TCS March 1942; allotted to 22 TCS July 1942; allotted to
Serial 42-68357; Qantas October 1942; CofA issued 2 November 1942; WFS and returned to USAAF after
Model C-56B
crash at Bundaberg 15 May 1944.

LT-936

MSN 2621;
Callsign VHRDB; returned to NEI Forces.
Serial 43-16461;
Model C-60A-5

Table 5 – USAAF Lodestars Operated in Australia

Production
Details

RAAF
Serial

Callsign

Nil

VHCEA

MSN 2187:
Allotted to 22TCS USAAF; Crashed at Ward's Strip Port Moresby 03 December 1942,
Serial 42-32167; written off..
Model C-60

Nil

VHCEB

MSN 2188:
Allotted to 21TCS & 22TCS USAAF; Crashed at Dobodura Oct 1942. Struck off and
Serial 42-32168; scrapped 03 September 1944.
Model C-60

Nil

VHCEC

MSN 2192:
Allotted to 21TCS USAAF; Allotted to ANA 07 July 1943 with CofA X12. WFS and
Serial 42-32172; returned to USAAF 23 April 1944. Struck off and scrapped 21 Oct 1944.
Model C-60

(Note 4)

Comments
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Nil

VHCED
Named "Kia Ora"

Nil

VHCEE
Named “Tiki”

Nil

VHCEF
Named "The
Texas Wrangler"

MSN 2193:
Arrived Brisbane 22 Sep 1942 and allotted to 21TCS and later to 22TCS USAAF; reSerial 42-32173; ceived 36 Sqn RAAF on 22 July 1943; issued to NA at Archerfield 23 August 1943; reModel C-60
ceived 36 Sqn ex-ANA 22 December 1943; flown from Townsville to Eagle Farm for return to USAAF 13 March 1944; SOC and scrapped 17 December 1945.
MSN 2194;
Allotted to 21TCS USAAF in Oct 42. Assigned 22TCS, then 39TCS. Delivered to 36 Sqn
Serial 42-32174; RAAF on 08 Jul 43. Flown from Townsville to Eagle Farm (Brisbane) on return to
Model C-60
USAAF on 10 Feb 44. To Guinea Airways Ltd 01 Mar 44. Special CofA X15 issued. WFS
and parked at Parafield 02 Jun 45. Subsequently returned to USAAF. Later VH-BAG (the
registration VH-BYG not taken up).
MSN 2195;
Allotted to 21TCS USAAF in Oct 1942. To CAC for repairs 02 May 1943. Reportedly
Serial 42-32175; issued to USN. Written off in New Guinea and scrapped 21 December 1943.
Model C-60

Nil

VHCEG

MSN 2186;
Allotted to 21TCS USAAF; Written off and scrapped 03 September 1944.
Serial 42-32166;
Model C-60

Nil

VHCEH

MSN 2196;
Allotted to 21TCS USAAF in Oct 1942. Issued to ANA at Archerfield on 15 July 1943
Serial 42-32176; with CofA X13. WFS and returned to USAAF at Port Moresby 04 May 1944 and scrapped
Model C-60
July 1944.

Nil

VHCEI

MSN 2197;
Nosed over at Ward's Strip, New Guinea. Struck off and scrapped 15 January 1943.
Serial 42-32177;
Model C-60

Nil

VHCEJ

MSN 2198;
Allotted to 21TCS USAAF in July 1943. On loan from USAAF to 36 Sqn RAAF 19 July
Serial 42-32178; 1943; issued to ANA at Mascot; received 36 Sqn 11 October 1943; flown from Townsville
Model C-60;
to Eagle Farm 25 January 1944 for return to USAAF; SOC and scrapped 7 March 1944.

Named
“The Rebel”

Abbreviations Used in Tables:
ANA: Australian National Airways
CofA: Certificate of Airworthiness
MSN: Manufacturers Serial Number
NEI: Netherlands East Indies
SOC: Struck Off Charge
USAAF: United States Army Air Force
WFS: Withdrawn From Service

Notes
1) LT-933 and LT-932 were purchased by Doug Fawcett of Fawcett Aviation Pty Ltd. The Lodestars were converted to and operated as freighters
with the civil registrations of VH-FAB and VH-FAC respectively. A third Lodestar, VH-FAD (MSN 2090, Model L18, ex G-AGBU) was also purchased by Fawcett Aviation and leased to South Coast Airways as a passenger aircraft.
2) LT-907 has an intriguing history. ‘907 was one of a batch delivered to the NEI Air Force which was used for evacuation work before being
transferred to USAAF control in March 1942. ‘907 then passed to the Allied Directorate of Air Transport (ADAT) where it was assigned the radio
callsign VHCAA. Due to ongoing maintenance difficulties, all the C-56B Lodestars were transferred to civil operators, ‘907 going to Qantas. In
Qantas war-time service, VHCAA was reportedly camouflaged in Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces, with Sky Blue or Sky Grey under
surfaces. Later ‘907 was purportedly in natural metal finish with a black anti-glare panel, stars and bars in the usual four positions and with the
radio callsign (VHCAA) in black 12" high letters on the rudder. ‘907’s colour scheme is discussed further in the Camouflage and Markings section. During her Australian war-time service, maintenance problems weren’t ‘907’s only dramas. On 29 February 1943 the aircraft crashed at
Townsville when the undercarriage (was?) prematurely retracted leaving one very bent but repairable airframe. ‘907 also suffered the indignity of
being damaged by bomb fragments and having half her nose sheared off by an errant USAAF C-47. Post-war, VHCAA was sold and appeared
on the Australian register as VH-ARZ. In December 1946, the aircraft was ferried to New Zealand, entering service as ZK-ANA "Kawatere" on 24
February 1947. ‘907 was sold to US interests and departed New Zealand on 1 June 1951 thereby ending her Australian/Australasian connection.
3) Editor's Notes - I have added the 37 Squadron Codes for these airframes to the tables. The Code letters in 'red' are confirmed from photographic evidence as having been used. I have inserted the remainder of the pattern that I believe was used for these airframes. Basically it is certain that they have omitted the letters 'C' and 'I' from the sequence as those letters were specifically stated as to not be used in RAAF instructions
dated Jan 1943.
4) Other known names applied to Lodestars in addition to those in this table include '7th Heaven', 'Princess Margaret' and 'Marie Elena'. Individual
airframes are unidentified at this stage however.

Final Note
Photos used in this series come from the following sources - Dick Hourigan, AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, RAAF Museum, RAAF Official & the
AWM collection. Photos from the AWM collection are used in accordance with the conditions listed on their website.
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/RGHVWDU&DPRXIODJHDQG0DUNLQJV
An examination of the list of transport and communications aircraft it’s worthwhile reproducing, in part, Appendix A to RAAF Aircraft Genoperated by the RAAF during World War II reveals seven separate eral Instruction, Part 3, Section (c), Instruction No 1 ’Aircraft Roles In
types within the designated major and minor roles. Other major and Respect To Camouflage Schemes‘ as it applied to transport aircraft:
minor roles for aircraft have been omitted in the interests of clarity.
To understand what camouflage should be applied to which aircraft, Table 5 – RAAF Transport Aircraft of World War II

RAAF I.D

Aircraft

Major Role

Minor Role

Camouflage Scheme

A16

Hudson

Transport/ Comms

Per Appendix C

A26

Sunderland

Transport

Per Appendix C

A30

DC-2

Transport

Per Appendix C

A31

DH 86

Transport

Per Appendix C

A65

C-47 Dakota

Transport

Per Appendix C

A67

Lodestar

Transport

Per Appendix C

A70

Mariner

Transport

Per Appendix C

What did Appendix C to the Aircraft General Instruction call for in relation to transport aircraft?

Table 6 - Appendix C, Camouflage Scheme – Foliage Green
Applicable To:

Attack Aircraft, Transports, Communications, General Reconnaissance/Bomber, Tac/Recon, Air Sea Rescue, Operational Gliders and
Tugs, Target Towing Aircraft in Operational Areas, aircraft in the above
roles operating at OTUs and GR Schools.
(Flying boats in the above roles are included).

Exceptions:

Night Reconnaissance, Training Gliders and Tugs and types at Training
Units, Ambulance Aircraft, Kingfisher Aircraft which remain uncamouflaged.

Details of Scheme
Surfaces: Including fabric surfaces
Roundels:

Fin Markings:
Identification Markings:
Special Markings:

Upper – Foliage Green
Lower – Foliage Green
Refer RAAF Diagram A 5524 Sheets 1 to 3.
Mainplanes: On upper and lower surfaces.
Fuselage or Hull: Both sides.
Standard flash – refer RAAF Diagram A 5524/4, except for the case
mentioned in sub-paragraph (v), where flashes will be deleted.
Colour – Medium Sea Grey
Refer RAAF Diagram A 5524, Sheets 1 to 3.
Note: Aircraft on day operations, including transports, will have the hull
(as defined below) unpainted.
The undersurface of the hull for the purposes of this instruction shall
mean in that area lying below, and bounded by the chine.

So there you have it. All our transport and communications aircraft were painted in overall Foliage Green – or were they?
Let’s look at the Douglas C-47 as an example. Typically the RAAF’s C-47 Dakotas were delivered in the factory-applied Olive Drab and Neutral Grey. Even after the issue of the orders above on 26 May 1944, C-47s painted to conform with the overall Foliage Green requirement
were extremely rare. Why? Well, to strip and repaint a Dakota would take 50 gallons of paint stripper and a further 50 gallons of thinners,
and some 1,600 man hours, not to mention the additional time and materials to repaint the airframe.
For the Lodestar, some 300 man hours were required just to strip the airframe. Given the daunting prospect of stripping and repainting such
large airframes, it’s little wonder that such tasks were left until major overhauls were required, and that factory applied finishes were retained
as long as possible.

Editor’s Note – OK all the above may be considered a bit esoteric by some but it is necessary to establish the background History of how
these airframes were painted in theory. The practice however differed from theory as usual. Don’t worry as on the following pages we get into
the nitty gritty of actual colour schemes as carried by the Lodestar airframes.
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There are at least four (4) colour schemes that can be attributed to
the NEI and RAAF’s Lodestar aircraft:
1) Lockheed-applied NEI Army Air Corps colours of Jongblad (Young
or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) upper surfaces and aluminum
(possibly Sky Grey) under surfaces;
2) Dark Earth, Dark Green upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces;
3) Overall Foliage Green; and
4) Natural Metal Finish.
While Lockheed probably finished USAAF Lodestars in the standard
Olive Drab upper surfaces and Neutral Grey under surfaces, there is
no evidence to date that any aircraft in this finish was operated by the
RAAF or civil operators in Australia.

Jongblad (Young or New Leaf), Oudblad (Old Leaf) and
Aluminum (possibly Sky Grey)
Jongblad was a dark green colour while Oudblad was a slightly lighter
olive drab colour. In reality, the green was probably very similar to
Medium Green. The olive drab colour was most likely a little more
green than US Olive Drab. In photos of airframes painted in these colours it is very difficult to pick the upper surface demarcations due to
the similarities to each other.
John McGregor, drawing on information from a Dutch book, quotes
FS 34092 and FS 34088 as good matches for Jongblad and Oudblad
respectively. Dana Bell adds that these colours were reported in
August 1940 to have a remarkable similarity to US Medium Green
and Olive Drab. Dutch Buffaloes and Lodestars were reported to
have been painted Jongblad and Oudblad at the Lockheed factory
although records have yet to provide details of the camouflage
scheme.
The original pre Dec 1941 batch of airframes used by the NEIAF (LT906 to 925), the survivors of which were procured by the USAAF and
operated under the control of ADAT with radio callsigns in the range
VHCAA to VHCAK were in this Dutch originated colour scheme.
These machines will be covered next issue as they do not directly relate to the RAAF Lodestar story.
As mentioned in Note 2 in Table 4, NEI Lodestar LT-907, MSN 2102,
Model C-56B, is described in Australian Plastics Modellers Association magazine 4/89 as being initially operated for evacuation purposes
to Darwin in March 1942 before being transferred to USAAF control
where it operated in natural metal finish (NMF) with USAAF blue and
white stars and bars, and with the radio callsign VHCAA. The Lodestar then passed to ADAT control, and subsequently to Qantas where
according to APMA it purportedly operated in the camouflage colours
of Dark Earth, Dark Green upper surfaces, with either Sky Blue or
Neutral Grey under surfaces. The word ‘QANTAS‘ appeared in white
letters on a red panel on the nose cargo door.

Dark Earth, Dark Green and Sky Grey
The enamels, lacquers and dopes that Lockheed used during Ventura
production were matched to British standards, but are believed to
have been produced by US paint manufacturers eg. Du Pont. To this
day, there is no clear indication as to how this matching process
might have been managed. These same colours appear to have also
been used on the later Lodestars that were delivered to Australia in
1942/3 for use by the USAAF, RAAF and NEI (under RAAF control).
British Ministry of Defence officials may have provided their specifications for their camouflage finishes either direct to the factory, in this
case Lockheed, or even direct to the paint manufacturers themselves.
This may have taken the form of actual colour chips or even paint formulae. However, without quality control, there can be little doubt that
anomalies in colours occurred, necessitating the application of local
colours once the aircraft were delivered to the RAF, RAAF or RNZAF.
The attached photograph shows 37 Squadron C-60A, NEI LT-932,
radio callsign VHRDT, in this colour scheme. Readers will note that
the tonal value of the lighter upper surface colour is too light to be
RAAF Earth Brown, and is most probably the Lockheed factory finish
of the equivalent to Dark Earth which has faded a fair bit (other airframes in this scheme show a much darker Brown colour, closer to
the expected Dark Earth). The under surfaces do not appear to be
Sky Grey but are possibly Sky Blue.
See the following pages for examples of several RAAF airframes in
this scheme.

Now we know that LT-907 was delivered to the NEI, so why would the
aircraft be stripped of its NEI colours (see Jongblad and Oudblad
scheme below) to operate in NMF and then be re-camouflaged in
RAF equivalent colours? In the absence of photographic evidence, it
is difficult to see why so many manhours and materials (paint stripper, thinners and new paint), each of which were in relatively short
supply in the war years, would be spent stripping an aircraft and then
re-painting it.
The Qantas camouflage scheme answer probably lies in the misidentification of the original NEI upper surface finish of a dark green
and lighter olive drab colour, the latter when faded could easily be
mistaken for a brown colour. Also, an aluminum or Sky Grey under
surface could easily be misinterpreted as Sky Blue when viewed first
hand or in period B & W photographs.

Overall Foliage Green
Having crashed in January 1943, and being badly bent, and further
damaged twice in wartime service, it is more likely that NT-907 had
her paintwork refurbished in the NMF question while undergoing major repairs and overhaul. This is supported by the fact that the APMA
drawing shows the NMF scheme as having 1944 style Blue/ White
'Stars and Bars', thus it would appear that they have probably got the
dates incorrect and that the NMF scheme relates to 1944.
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The attached photograph of A67-10, OM-L, a 37 Squadron Lodestar
landing at Kamiri Airstrip, Noemfoor Island in August 1944, is seen
correctly painted in the overall foliage green camouflage scheme. An
examination of the aircraft shows that it had been completely repainted to conform with the RAAF orders of the time for the finish to
be applied to transport aircraft – overall Foliage Green. The squadron

are the correct medium sea grey colour, albeit somewhat faded. The
port side radio callsign, VHRAJ, also in medium sea grey, is applied in
12 inch high letters above the fin stripe.
The photo was taken at the same time as the series of NEIAF airframe
LT-932 (see previous page) which was attached to 37 Squadron for operational purposes. Both aircraft were involved in the same re-supply
mission to Kamiri. This illustrates the inherent differences in the camouflage approach to the same type by the two services.

Natural Metal Finish
No camouflage section would be complete without a natural metal finish aircraft. In this case, it is A67-4, a 1 Comm Unit C-60A, shown
completely stripped of camouflage at Torokina, Bougainville in November 1944. The aircraft was the personal transport of General Sir Thomas Blamey.
When 37 Squadron started receiving C-47 transports in 1944/45, the
Lodestars were progressively outfitted with proper Airline style interiors
and passed to 1 Communication Unit who operated them in a Natural
Metal scheme. They were to a large extent used to transport senior personnel in the last part of W.W.II.

Note the Astrodome
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/RGHVWDU&RORXU6FKHPHV
by Steve Mackenzie
We will now have a look at the colour schemes used on those Lodestars that were operated by the RAAF and NEIAF (under RAAF control) in Australia in more detail. The airframes that were flown by other
operators will follow in the next issue.

Dark Earth, Dark Green and Sky Grey scheme
It is believed that when the ten Lodestars that the RAAF received
under Lend lease were delivered in 1943 they were initially in this
scheme. In addition the five NEIAF airframes that operated under
RAAF control appear to have been delivered thus painted and retained the scheme right through their service lives.

The four attached Official photos of General Blamey were taken on
19 Dec 43 during a visit to AIF units in New Guinea. These show
A67-4 in the Dark Earth, Dark Green and Sky Grey scheme (the undersurface Grey being very obvious) while with 37 Sqn and coded
OM-E. At this stage although allocated for the use of General
Blamey, it probably still carried the normal military transport interior
as it was not specially outfitted till later for Blamey's use according to
the Aircraft History Card.
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Lodestar, 37 Sqn RAAF, A67-4, New Guinea, 19 Dec 1943.
Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky Grey under surfaces. 36" roundels carried in all six positions plus Black serials. White
codes 'OM-E'. The callsign 'VH-RAD' is carried on the outer fins in Medium Sea Grey. This was the original scheme for A67-4.
Lodestar A67-4 was outfitted with a special V.I.P interior fitment for the
use of General Blamey in early 1944 and passed to the control of 4
Comm Unit (4 CU). This photo was taken at Laverton on 27 Jun 44,
reportedly on return from a visit to the USA (according to the original
captions). These still show A67-4 in the Dark Earth, Dark Green and
Sky Grey scheme at this stage.

Lodestar, 4 Comm Unit, A67-4, Laverton, 27 Jun 1944.
Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky Grey under surfaces. 36" roundels carried in all six positions plus Black serials. Medium
Sea Grey code 'E'. The callsign 'VH-RAD' is carried on the outer fins,
also in Medium Sea Grey. I have illustrated this airframe without Sqn
codes as Comm Unit aircraft commonly omitted them.

12
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The attached photographs of A67-10, OM-L, a 37 Squadron Lodestar
were taken during a visit by the Minister for Air, Mr Drakeford to Hollandia in June 1944. A close examination of the aircraft shows that it is still
painted in the Dark Earth, Dark Green and Sky Grey scheme although
one can only just see the demarcations in some places. The squadron
codes are White albeit somewhat faded. The port side radio callsign,
VHRAJ in Medium Sea Grey, is applied in 12 inch high letters above
the fin stripe.

Lodestar, 37 Sqn, OM-L, A67-10, Hollandia, Jun 1944.
Dark Earth and Dark Green upper surfaces with Sky Grey under surfaces. 36" roundels carried in all six positions plus Black serials. White
codes 'OM-L' albeit somewhat faded (yes the letter 'O' IS painted over
the window as drawn). The callsign 'VH-RAJ' is carried on the outer fins,
also in Medium Sea Grey.
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Continuing our look at the colour schemes used on those Lodestars
that were operated by the RAAF and NEIAF (under RAAF control) in
Australia in more detail.

Foliage Green overall
As stated in Roger's camouflage discussion on Page 3, Appendix A to
RAAF Aircraft General Instruction, Part 3, Section (c), Instruction No 1
"Aircraft Roles In Respect To Camouflage Schemes" as it applied to
transport aircraft called for these aircraft to be operated in a simple
scheme of overall Foliage Green from mid 1944.
This is A67-10 which was shown in Dark Green/ Dark Earth and Sky
Grey on the previous page again. This photo (from Dick Hourigan)
shows it landing at Kamiri Airstrip, Noemfoor Island in August 1944,
being an enlargement of a portion of photo OG1514 seen on Page 10.
By this stage (two months later) it has been repainted in the overall
foliage Green scheme as nominated by RAAF orders for Communication airframes.

Lodestar, 37 Sqn, OM-L, A67-10, Noemfoor Island, Aug 1944.
Overall Foliage Green colour scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions. Medium Sea Grey codes 'OM-L' plus serials, albeit somewhat
faded. The callsign 'VH-RAD' is carried on the outer fins, also in Medium Sea Grey.

This photo (courtesy of Dick Hourigan again) shows A67-7 OM-H at
Essendon. It is in the Foliage Green scheme and is virtually identical
in it's details to the way that A67-10 (above) is marked.

Lodestar, 37 Sqn, OM-H, A67-7, Essendon, date unk but
probably late 1944.
Overall Foliage Green colour scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions. Medium Sea Grey codes 'OM-H' plus serials, albeit somewhat
faded (yes the letter 'O' IS painted over the window as drawn). The callsign 'VH-RAG' is carried on the outer fins, also in Medium Sea Grey.

14
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This photo taken during transportation of A67-2 after it's sale to new
operators (DCA) shows A67-2 still wearing a Foliage Green scheme
with codes OM-B. It very different however in it's details to the way
that A67-7 and 10 (above) are marked.
Apart from the difference in the style of roundels used (this has the
style with a small proportion of White), some person with a complete
disregard for convention and RAAF instructions has split the 'OM' Sqn
code either side of the roundel. The 'B' has also been formed by using the stencil for a "D' and then adding a crude horizontal bar to it.
Very weird and non standard.

Lodestar, 37 Sqn, OM-B, A67-2, Parafield late 1945.
Overall Foliage Green colour scheme. Roundels carried in all six positions. White codes 'OM-B' plus serials (yes the letter 'O' IS painted over
the windows as drawn but in a different position to the others). The callsign 'VH-RAB' is carried on the outer fins, shown in Medium Sea Grey.
Due to the incomplete nature of the airframe I have had to make assumptions about the tail markings and position of the serial on this drawing.

Natural Metal scheme
Although it was not covered in Page 3, Appendix A to RAAF Aircraft
General Instruction, Part 3, Section (c), Instruction No 1 "Aircraft
Roles In Respect To Camouflage Schemes" as covered in Roger's
camouflage discussion, Communication Units often operated their
aircraft in a simple scheme of overall Natural Metal from mid 1944.
This particularly applied to VIP transports which were usually kept
spotless as befits the important personnel they were carrying.

roundel positions). Note that the serial is hidden away up under the
tailplanes (and thus does not show on my drawing) and that surprisingly the callsign VH-RAD is not carried.

General Blamey in his position as Commander of Australian Military
Forces had Lodestar A67-4 allocated for his use from Dec 1943 onwards. Previously the airframe was operated by 4 Comm Unit in it's
original Dark Green/Dark Earth and Sky Grey delivery scheme as per
the illustrations on page 4 of this article. Later after refurbishment at
ANA (which obviously included stripping of the paintwork), responsibilty for this airframe passed to 1 Comm Unit in 1945.
These VIP airframes were invariably by this stage of the war operated
in Natural Metal finish and kept very clean. There are many photos of
this airframe amongst the RAAF Official photos on the AWM site (not
all come up with a search on 'Lodestar' depending on how the caption
is worded). I have used the above selection from the AWM to illustrate
various aspects of the markings (including the upper & lower wing
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The photo directly above via Mick Mirkovic (AHMWA ref P003754 re- gers exit from. The balance of the last 4 are again via Dick Hourigan
fers) and gives a rare look at the Starboard side, most of the AWM and show further aspects of this airframe. The remaining photos are
photos not surprisingly being from Port which is the side the passen- Official photos via the AWM site.

16
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Lodestar, 1 Comm Unit, A67-4, various locations and dates 1945.
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions. Black serials (hidden from view here - see the photos) and de-icing
boots on the vertical tail fins. Small Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit also.

This photo taken during transportation of A67-8 after it's sale to new
operators (DCA) shows A67-8 wearing a Natural Metal scheme in line
with other airframes that served with 1 Comm Unit.
Apart from the difference in the style of roundels used (this has the
style with a small proportion of White), the only other odd point is that
the serial (stencil style) has been are-applied at a slight angle to the
horizontal after the airframe was stripped to Nat Metal.

Lodestar, 1 Comm Unit, A67-8, 1945.
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions.
Black serials (stencil style, at a slight angle - see the photo) and small
Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit also. The callsign 'VHRAH' is assumed to be carried on the outer fins, also in Black.

A67-10 was the 3rd of the airframes acquired by DCA in 1947. This
photo was again taken during transportation of A67-10 after it's sale to
it's new operators and shows A67-10 wearing the usual Nat Metal
scheme used by 1 Comm Unit. Remember that it was previously in the
Foliage Green scheme with codes OM-L while with 37 Squadron (see
page 14).
It is very similar in it's details to the way that A67-8 is marked. However note that although the fuselage roundels and serial are the same
style as on A67-8, they are marked in a different position to those on
that airframe. Take careful note of the exact position of things like this
on the drawings as they do differ from airframe to airframe.
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Lodestar, 1 Comm Unit, A67-10, various locations and dates 1945.
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions. Black serials and small Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit
also. The callsign 'VH-RAJ' is assumed to be carried on the outer fins, also in Black.

Now this is a real rarity - A67-9 in service with 37 Squadron wearing full
Sqn codes on a Nat Metal scheme. No photo has ever been published to
my knowledge showing such a combination, this print being via Dick
Hourigan.
The unit codes look to be in a lighter shade than Black (a Dark Grey colour is likely) but apart from that it is marked the same as the later Comm
Unit machines that were seen in Nat Metal. The callsign VH-RAI can be
faintly seen above the fin flash in the photo and the usual anti-glare panel
is present.

Lodestar, 37 Sqn, A67-9, Wagga, 1944.
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions. Black serials, de-icing boots on the vertical tail fins and small anti-glare
panel forward of the cockpit also. The callsign 'VH-RAI' is marked on the outer fins, also in Black. Code letters 'OM-K' appear to be Dark Grey
rather than Black.

A67-9 was later issued 1 Comm Unit ex 1 AD after conversion to VIP
standard. It was to be used by U.K Air Liason Staff and Chief of Air Staff.
It went to 47 OBU on 12 Dec 44 for use of HQ Pacific Echelon and later
transferred to 4 Comm Unit on 11 May 1945.
The scheme is still very similar to how it was marked with 37 Squadron
apart from the deletion of the codes 'OM-K'. For some reason the Black
anti-glare panel appears to have been removed however. There is another photo of this machine from the Portside in identical markings on the
Lockheed Site (see list of refs on P.11).
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Lodestar, 4 Comm Unit, A67-9, 1945.
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions. Black serials and de-icing boots on the vertical tail fins. The callsign 'VHRAI' is marked on the outer fins, also in Black.
A67-5 had callsign VHRAE allocated and was issued to 37 Sqn on
28 Aug 1943. It went to 1 AD for repair of damage caused by failure
of port engine on 16 Dec 44. After repair it was issued 23 Mar 1945
to 1 Comm Unit for use of the Governor General with special VIP
interior and Nat Metal scheme. This airframe was also used at times
by the Governor General's wife (see in some photos here) and the
Minister for Air on official visits.
These VIP airframes were invariably by this stage of the war operated in Natural Metal finish and kept very clean. as can be seen
there are again many photos of this airframe amongst the RAAF Official photos on the AWM site. I have used this selection from the
AWM to illustrate various aspects of the markings (including the upper & lower wing roundel positions). Note that the serial is a stencil
style and the roundels have different proportions to those on A67-4
(see pages 15-17).
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More photos of A67-5. Most are from the Official collection held at
the AWM with the last one via Dick Hourigan.

Lodestar, 1 Comm Unit, A67-5, various locations and dates
1945.
Overall Natural Metal scheme. 36" roundels carried in all six positions.
Black serials (stencil style) and callsign VH-RAE on the vertical tail fins.
Small Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit also.
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Continuing our look at the colour schemes with those Lodestars that The well known airframe LT932 is shown in a series of Official photos
were operated by the NEIAF as part of 37 Sqn RAAF.
(reproduced on the next page) that were taken at Kamiri at the same
time as the one of OM-L A67-10 in it's Foliage Green scheme on page
The five Lodestars that were attached to 37 Sqn RAAF in 1943/44 ap- 14. This airframe is in colours that are quite different to the two exampear to be in the same Dark Green/ Dark Earth and Sky Grey scheme ples below. While the Green could easily be the original Dark Green in
as the ten that the RAAF acquired. Originally the NEIAF intended to a faded condition, the Brown is either faded radically or has been reuse these airframes as part of 119 Sqn (which was an NEIAF transport painted in a lighter colour. The under surfaces also look to have been
unit) but a lack of sufficient crews saw them being attached to the repainted (probably in RAAF Sky Blue) due to their very light nature and
RAAF and operating under the overall control of 37 Sqn.
the very wavy demarcations which are not original.
The two attached photos (the first of LT933) and the other an unknown
airframe have the same look as the original low contrast scheme used
on the RAAF examples of Dark Green/ Dark Earth and Sky Grey, the
camo demarcations being very difficult to locate. Unfortunately I could
not locate enough photos to draw one of them in this scheme.
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Lodestar, RNEIAF (attached to 37 Sqn RAAF), LT932, Kamiri, Aug 1944.
Scheme of faded Dark Green plus a Brown much lighter than Dark Earth on the upper surfaces plus probably Sky Blue lower
surfaces. NEIAF tri-colour 'flags' carried in all six positions. Medium Sea Grey serial LT932 plus the original U.S serial (4)256060 marked on the vertical tail fins in the same colour.

The above two photos plus the heading shot on page 21 are from Dick Hourigan and show much useful detail for those doing a model of one of
these Lodestars. The number '2553' just seen on the nose in one of the photos is the Lockheed MSN allocated at the factory. The remainder of
the series are from the AWM website. These as well as all the other AWM scans are used in accordance with the conditions noted on their site.
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by Gary Wickham
Every now and again, you come across a kit that jumps out at you and not designed for this kit, which led to its share of extra work for me.
shouts "Build me, don't put me in the cupboard". So it was with the new More on this shortly.
Crusader from Academy. (Hmm, is it only me that kits talk to ??).
The model as you see it here is pretty much out of the box. All the
While building this model, I kept my camera handy and took several in weapons (Mk-82 Snakeye and Zuni Rockets) are provided with the kit.
progress shots. I believe as modellers we are just as interested in the Academy also provide you with suitable AIM-9's if you want to model a
journey as the destination.
gunfighter rather than a mud mover.
The first choices I made where to display the model in flight and to use
aftermarket decals (Superscale sheet 72-086, which I found out afterwards would be nearly 30 years old. Wow). Obviously the decals where
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The pictures below capture in some detail what extras I did to the The sequence of images below show you how I go about mounting my
model, but here’s a list anyway.
models. To eliminate the problem of the model rotating, associated
with round poles, I have moved to square brass poles. From the left,
- Added a pilot figure
the sequence is as follows.
- Detail added to kit seat
- Made custom decals for the stars on pilots helmet (yes, they are tiny 1. Drill a hole in the fuselage at a position that will not interfere with
in 1/72)
stores or pylons etc. It does not need to be on the centreline. For ex- Separated the aileron control surfaces
ample if you want to display the aircraft in a steep turn, place the hole
- Mounted the model on a stand
to one side or the other.
- Drilled out the zuni tubes at front and rear
- Opened up the aux engine intakes.
2. Cut a length of suitably sized square plastic tube. Using a knife and
file, convert the round drilled hole into a square hole, such that the
As a matter of course these days I pin all pylons and stores with brass plastic rod fits snuggly.
wire to add strength and allow a positive/accurate positioning.
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The model was painted in Humbrol Enamels and Alclads for metalics.
Weathering was applied extensively using oil paint washes to depict
an aircraft during the Vietnam conflict. Random panels across the
airframe where painted in a slightly darker shade to represent differential fading and replacements due to battle damage and maintenance.
As mentioned above, the decal sheet for the Death Angels was not
designed for this kit (I assume it was for the Hasegawa or Fujumi kit).
As a result the large red decals on the nose and ventral fins did not
fit. To obtain a satisfactory result I decided to paint the red sections
and then use the white stars from the decal sheet individually (after
cutting each one from the decal sheet, whew !). The only stars decal
that was used intact from the sheet was the flash on the tail.

1/32 scales.
To further highlight the weathered look of the model, I lightly distressed the decals once dry by lightly sanding them (to achieve a
worn look).
Well I hope you like the result. If you've been wondering about the
Academy F-8E kit, I can strongly recommend it.
If you are interested in seeing more of my models, please visit my
website ‘www.scalespot.com’.
Photos and text © 2004 by Gary Wickham
Email to: “gwickham@bigpond.net.au"

The bomb graffiti was taken from a sheet by Gekko Graphics. They
do several sheets (eg Vietnam, Desert Storm, etc) in 1/72, 1/48 and
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself - Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

Above
P000277 - Modified RAF Avro Lancaster B.1 PD328 'Aries' of the
Empire Air Navigation School in flight over Australia during a world
wide navigational survey in 1944.
P000294 - Ray Goulding with Cessna C37 VH-UZU at Bendigo
Airport on 16 May 1993.
P001709 - QANTAS Lockheed L1049E-55 Super Constellation VHEAK 'Southern Mist' taxying at Perth Airport circa 1958.

Left
P001711 - QANTAS Lockheed L1049E-55 Super Constellation VHEAF 'Southern Wind' taxying at Perth Airport late 1950s.
P001712 - Altair's de Havilland DH 104 Dove 1B VH-CJY at Narrogin 1970s.
P001748 - CAC/ Kingsford Smith Aviation KSA-3 Cropmaster VHAJH at Bruce Bailey's Farm, west of Wongan Hills taken just before
take off, circa 1963. Note - this was the first aircraft to be converted
from a Wackett to a Cropmaster.
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ABOVE

P002569 - US Navy Brewster XSBA-1 prototype '9726' circa 1937.
P002586 - No.34 Squadron RAAF Convair 440 serial A96-313 at
RAAF Pearce.

P003652 - RAF Egypt Jan 1939. Vickers Valentia 'K' of 216 Sqn
ABOVE
Meteor A77-883 Pearce 1957.

P882058 - RAAF Neptune A89-312.
P002810 - W.W.I AEG Bomber

Editor's Notes - Editor's Notes - As this issue has a strong W.W.
II bias, this month I have gathered together a batch of mainly pre
and post W.W.II photos as a theme on this page. Captions are
based on the ones held in the Museum records and supplied by
Mick along with the scans.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to
identify items required. (Steve)
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'HFNV$ZDVK
Photos via Dave Edwards
We don't get much Naval material sent to us at the Editorial address
for use in 'in Miniature' so I thought these photos of the ANZAC
Class Frigate 'HMAS Anzac' returning from serving in the Gulf on 20
May 2003 might interest some people.
These were distributed by Dave to some of us on his mailing list a
couple of years ago. Looking at these may persuade you that service
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'At Sea' on board our warships is maybe not all as cheerful (or comfortable) as the Recruiting Adverts would have you believe.

6TQ5$$)31 VSDUW

by Steve Mackenzie
Taken 1/2/44 (per the caption) this photo shows the Sqn C.O Ken sands (centre) and the two Flight Commanders F/Lt Ray Hudson (L) and F/Lt Col Robertson (R). Ken Sand's machine OK-A FX539 shown in the background was the one used for the 6 x 250
lb bomb carraige experiments mentioned below. UK Official CNA2575.
This is a continuation of the article on the P-40N machines of 450
Squadron that was in issue 18/1 of 'in Miniature'. It is intended to look
at a couple of points that I did not have space to cover initially.

Bomb Loads - The maximum load that could be carried by the P40N model was 2000 lbs. It was not limited to a load of 700 or 1000 lbs
as I have seen indicated in other sources. The 'N' models could carry
various combinations of 250, 500 and 1000 lb bombs and also sometimes carried a drop tank on the centre line rack for longer ranged missions.
Shown here in photos is various combinations that were used at differ-

ent times. A couple of limitations should be kept in mind however when
building a model of these machines:
a) The 1000 lb bombs could only be carried on the centre line position
as the wings were not stressed to carry more than 500 lbs each. Thus
the load out seen on P-51 Mustangs of a 1000 lb bomb under each
wing cannot be used.
b) Similarly the fuel drop tank can only be carried under the belly as the
wings were not plumbed for fuel lines.
c) The load of 6 x 250 lbs seen here was only experimental and not
widely used as they found that it was not stable enough in flight, tending to sway too much from side to side.
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Photos on the previous page and below show an armourer attending to a bomb load of 1000 lb on the centre line rack and
250 lb under each wing.
The most common load out used consisted of a 500 lb bomb under
each wing with variously 1000 lb or 500 lb or a drop tank under the fuselage centre line rack as per the three photos to right. The bombs
used could be of American origin with square box fins or British with
round circular fins as seen here.
Also commonly used in 1943/4 was load out which consisted of 2 x 250
lb bombs under the fuselage centre line on a double rack as per the
three photos below plus one under each wing. This tended to be seen
less in the later stages of the war as the heavier bombs were more effective.

The two photos above plus the one to right show the load out
which consisted of 2 x 250 lb bombs under the fuselage centre line on a double rack plus one under each wing
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As stated on the previous page, it is known that some experiments
were done carrying a bomb load of 6 x 250 lbs. Information in the Sqn's
unofficial diary (held in the AWM) states that this was done by S/Ldr
Watt's with his machine OK-A FX539. It also states that these were
quickly abandoned as the set up was not stable enough in flight.
The first three photos below are believed to show the experiments with
OK-A. It is interesting to note however that the last photo apparently
shows the same bomb load fitted to a machine coded OK-R. Now all
that is needed is for some manufacturer to put out a set (metal etched)
to allow one to make up the complicated bracing used for this combination.

Nose Art
A fairly large number of the P-40Ns flown by 450 Sqn are known to have
carried nose art. Unfortunately in most cases full details of the machines codes and serials is not known yet. A selection of these is shown
below (there are more that exist in the collection of Doug Norrie who is
working on a history of 450 Squadron).
First two show OK-<> (Diamond) 'Fifi' serial unknown. Next is named
'Go It Gertie'
Yes there has to be a machine with the Kangaroo nose art that was
fairly common with 450 Squadron. Unfortunately the Codes and serial of
this airframe is not known at this time. The last machine is relatively well
known as being OK-D due to the fact that Aussie Decals did a sheet
that included this machine many years ago. Much new and surprising
info has come to light re this nose art since then however and is presented in a separate article on the following pages in this issue of 'in
Miniature'.

Acknowledgements
I would like to thank as always the following WWII vets who have allowed use of their photographic material : Colin Bond and Cec Cartwright. Several other photos are from the AWM collection and used under the conditions nominated on their website.

The two photos above are of OK-<> (Diamond) 'Fifi' serial
unknown.
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6TQ312.' 1R2UFKLGV 
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One 450 Squadron P-40N that has gained an amount of recognition faulty interpretation of the photos by whoever was the artist for Aussie
amongst the Aviation History and Modeling community is OK-D 'No Or- Decals at the time.
chids'. This is due to the fact that a not exceptionally accurate version of
the markings has appeared in the Aussie Decals range of markings.
As anyone who has done any large amount of it knows, research into
Aviation History is not a static thing, the state of knowledge changes as
Originally Aussie Decals put out a sheet which showed this machine as more info is discovered in archives etc. Since the original info on OK-D
being OK-O, serial unknown (taking their info from the photo published 'No Orchids' was published by myself back in the 1980s it has recently
in the Ian Allan book 'Desert Airforce at War' which asserted thus). After become evident that there was not one airframe with the 'No Orchids'
their publication I wrote to Peter Russell (of Aussie Decals) supplying artwork but several.
additional photos and details including the correct info for OK-D FX835.
The sheet was later reprinted with better details for the nose art and giv- Photographic evidence is now available that shows that the panel with
ing the serial FX835 and code letters OK-D as supplied by myself.
the 'No Orchids' artwork was transferred from one airframe coded OK-D
to another as they took their place with the unit. It is known to have defiThis second printing is worth seeking out (it is still available from some nitely been fitted to the following airframes in turn:
sources in both 1/72 and 1/48 scales) as the decals can be adapted to
give an accurate rendition using the info in this article. It should be FX835 OK-D
8/6/44 to 12/11/44 pilot G.H.Brian (RAF)
noted however that the camouflage pattern given on the instructions FT881 OK-D 12/11/44 to 21/3/45 pilot M.Walters (RAAF)
should be ignored (being incorrect) and that the code letters are too FX799 OK-D 21/3/45 to 10/8/45 returned to RAF on disbandment
'square' in shape (not being tall enough), these errors being caused by

The first airframe for which there is definite photographic evidence that
it carried the 'No Orchids' artwork was FX835, an airframe which
reached the unit on 8th June 1944. The only available photo shows
that it was relatively unusual amongst the P-40Ns of 3 and 450 Sqns
RAAF in being camouflaged in the Desert scheme of Dark Earth, Midstone and probably Azure Blue.
The paintwork in the photo above is faded and stained, being obviously
quite old since the last repainting. Note the narrow outline to the White
code letters and the painted out fuselage band which was apparently
on the airframe when received by the RAF. Also note that the artwork

is on a dark patch (believed to be Dark Green in colour) indicating that
it had probably been transferred from an earlier airframe in the more
common Temperate scheme of Dark Earth/ Dark Green.
By November 1944, 'D for Doris' as FX835 was known within the Sqn
was getting very tired and was sent back to 53 RSU for a major overhaul. It had gone far beyond the nominal 200 hours at which this was
normally scheduled (293+ hrs) and the two fitters who looked after the
airframe were commended in dispatches for their work. It was replaced
as OK-D by FT881.

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-D, FX835, Pilot: G.H.Brian (RAF), Italy 1944.
Dark Earth / Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue lower surfaces. White codes with thin Black outlines, Red Spinner & Black serials. Note that
the 'No Orchids' insignia was on a Dark Green patch having been transferred from an earlier airframe. Wheel hubs are probably of the spoked variety (usual for an 'FX' serial). The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'B' type.
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This is reportedly FT881, the 'No Orchids' artwork being clearly seen. Photo: M.Walters.
When FT881 replaced FX835, the panel with the artwork was transferred to this machine. FT881 differed from it's predecessor in being
camouflaged in the Temperate scheme of Dark Green/ Dark Earth with
Sky Grey under surfaces as were most of the P-40Ns used by 450
Squadron. Also to be noted in the photo above is the 'D' underneath the
cowling lip and the flat plates over the wheel hubs. It also carries the
additional framing in the port forward windscreen which some airframes
had. The usual pilot at this stage was Matt Walters (RAAF).
Below is an enlargement of my drawing of the nose art, notice that I
have used Light Blue for her Nightdress rather than the Light Grey used
on the Aussie Decals (either could be correct, depends on your interpretation of the photo).
The artwork (as per left) consists of a flesh coloured Red Head, wearing
a light coloured negligee (I drew Blue), Black shoes and holding White
Handkerchiefs. The name ‘No Orchids’ is in White.
Also included is the two close up photos of the actual artwork that I
have.
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Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-D, FT881, Pilot: M.Walters (RAAF), Italy 1944/45.
Temperate scheme of Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. Light Grey codes, Red Spinner & Black serials.
The upper wing roundels were originally of the 40" 'B' type, being converted to the 40" 'C' type after Jan 1945.
Last year after part 1 of the P-40N article had been published in issue Cec Cartwright.
18/1 of 'in Miniature', I noticed that another 'OK-D' was lurking in the
background of the photo of 'OK-Y' FX743 used in the section on bomb
loads on another page. A scan of that portion of the photo (below) revealed that one can just see the knee and arm of the 'No Orchids' artwork on the nose (most is obscured by the wing). I already had the
photo showing the closeup of the nose (see right), so only needed the
serial of which airframe carried 'OK-D' in April 1945 to draw this airframe. That was actually the hold up with this follow up article as I
needed to peruse the records in the AWM to get that info before I could
proceed.
In Mar 1945 serial FT881 was replaced as 'OK-D' by FX799, a machine
with spoked wheels and no extra framing in the port forward windscreen. The panel carrying the 'No Orchids' nose art was again transferred to this new airframe. The closeup of the artwork, taken at the end
of the war is very interesting. It shows that when the panel was transferred they painted in the area below the girl's figure so that the colour
demarcation matched that of this machine which was one of those with
a high straight line to the demarcation (there are several other examples
of this in issue 18/1).

Acknowledgements
I would like to thank as always the following WWII vets who have allowed use of their photographic material : Matt Walters, Colin Bond and

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-D, FX799, Pilot:unknown, Italy 1945.
Temperate scheme of Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes (note how much smaller the 'D' is),
Red Spinner & Black serials. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type.
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7UDFWRU2UXJD,QGXVWULDO%OLQGDGR
By Ley Reynolds
As mentioned in a previous article one of my 1/72 'Tiznao' models, on
completion I was left with the tracks and running gear from a Matchbox
M16 Half-Track. By chance I came across a single photo of an armoured industrial tractor in Madrid in October 1936 and it occurred to
me that I had found a use for the kit parts.
Photos 1 and 2 show the tracked undercarraige from the kit parts
mounted on a plasticard chassis. Photos 3 to 5 show the hull in various
stages of construction. Once the basic shape was complete, joints
were filed, the whole thing sanded down and details added from plasticard and stretched sprue. The step irons on the rear were
made from staples
Although the reference photo is a little indistinct, it appears that two
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Maxim guns were mounted inside the hull firing forward. These were
constructed from plasticard and mounted in two firing ports.
Overall colour is light grey with a random striped pattern in green, the
tracks/ running gear being dark grey and gunmetal. Photo 6 shows the
completed model.

,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations
turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.

Above
Above
Three images (although the first appears to be an enlargement of a
portion of No.3) of Navy Macchi N14-086 (side number '862') in the
early Orange and White 'Fanta Can' scheme. Serials, '862' and
'NAVY' titles are all in Black. The full story on the RAN Macchis was
told in an extensive article in issue 16/2 of this publication 'in Miniature'.

Shown are two C-130A Hercules (A97-205 and 214) of 36 Squadron
taken at an airshow in the 1960s. They are in an overall Natural
Metal finish (not painted), with Blue fuselage stripe and number on
the tailfin and Red 'Royal Australian Air Force' titles and Pegasus
insignia. Black serials (note last 2 on nose), nose fairing, spinners
and exhaust stain areas on the wings.
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Above

Above

1) View of one of Adastra's Lockheed 14 conversions (originally it was
a Hudson) registration VH-AGS in the 1970s in the 'Orange' scheme.
See the Adastra website at 'http://www.adastra.adastron.com' for full
details of this colour scheme.

1) Meteor A77-705 of 23 'City of Brisbane' Squadron. This unit used
a mixture of Meteors and Vampires under the Citizen Air Force
scheme of the time (1950s).
2) Neptune A89-278. Delivered 03/62 and served with 10 Sqn RAAF.

2) Polair One - the first airframe operated by the NSW Police Air Wing
from 1946-1950. This machine was previously Anson Mk.1 W2145
with the RAAF. The colour scheme was overall Silver (painted), with a
Black anti-glare panel and Navy Blue cowlings, nose and cheat lines,
with the Registration VH-AQV and name 'Nemesis' in the same Navy
Blue colours. See APMA issue 4/89 for a side view drawing by the
late Ross Anderson of this scheme.
3) What appears to be the ‘Southern Cross’ in storage post WW.II.
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3) Qantas Liberator II (LB-30) VH-EAJ. This was an RAF Liberator II
(LB-30) AL524, later G-AGTJ which was transferred to QEA as VHEAJ. One thing to note if contemplating modelling this machine is
that the cowlings for the four Pratt & Whitney R-1830-33 (S3C4-G)
Twin Wasp fourteen-cylinder air-cooled radial engines are circular i.e
the intakes for the non-existent superchargers are not present on the
sides of the cowlings.

7UXPSHWHU8666616HDZROI$WWDFN6XEPDULQH6FDOH
By Gary Wickham
Having built the Trumpeter 1/144 Kilo class sub previously, I was well
aware that the size of the hull caused loads of problems with flex when
it comes time to fill and sand the lateral joins. On the Kilo kit, I was
forced to solve the problem by filling the entire hull thru the conning
tower hole with plaster to give some rigidity. This was because I only
found out about the flex problem after I had the hull joined !!
Learning from that experience, I used a different method for this kit.
Namely, I used the spare sprue to create a series on internal braces for
the top and bottom sections of the main hull. Bear in mind that these
two pieces of plastic are nearly 2ft long !!

The white ‘loops‘ inside the lower hull were going to used as anchors
to hold a 1cm layer of plaster in place. I decided that it would be good
to have some weight in the bottom of the hull model.
The joining of the main hull sections resulted in some nasty gaps
where the nose and tail join on. Plastic card, super glue and trusty
Tamiya basic putty do the trick
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Starting to take shape now. Here's a picture next to a 1/48 Skyhawk for
size comparison !
The conning tower also gets some attention with a little bit of detailing.
When complete this area will also have a clear windshield.

Once I attached the fins to the tail, a problem that was not noticeable
until now, became apparent. The tail is not correctly aligned to the hull.
This is a Trumpeter issue as I attached the tail section to the hull using
the locating pins provided.
I seriously thought about leaving it alone and living with it, but after
a day of chewing on it, I decided that it had to be fixed. The tail had
to be removed completely and rotated about 5mm anti-clockwise.
I used my trusty Olfa-P Cutter tool (which I normally use for panel line
scribing) to make the cut. As a guide I placed Dymo tape around the
hull. This all worked a treat. The tail was then re-attached in the corrected position.
A word of advice. When you build your kit, attach the tail fins and the
conning tower with tape temporarily to provide a reference. This way
when you mate the hull and tail, you can ensure the vertical and horizontal alignment is correct !
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With all the body work complete and the seams hidden to my satisfaction its time for the first colour coat.
Starting from the bottom, the hull red is applied. Trumpeter suggest a
dark, wine red but my research of USN subs leads me to believe its
more of a orangy red. To this end, I mixed a blend of Humbrol H60 and
H18 in a ratio of 2:1. Due to the sheer size of the model, it took a whole
tin of red (H60) and half a tin of orange.
The pictures below look much more orange than the real thing. Who
says pictures never lie !
Once this lot dries, it'll be onto the upper hull with dark gray and finally
black.

While the hull red was drying, I did some investigation into the masts.
It appears that Trumpeter have got it pretty accurate in this area, with
one exception. The AN/BRA-34 communications mast does not carry
the disruptive pattern on the top and should be a light greenish blue
(say Duck Egg Blue). The Trumpeter decal has a way too greenish
colour. To correct this, I simply painted the mast with H23 Duck Egg
Blue and did not use the decal.
With the hull red dry, it is lightly sanded to smooth the finish and to
blend the edge. After a quick clean down, its onto the masking. Following masking comes the application of the second of the three hull
colours. Humbrol H32 Dark Gray is used and covers the hull to just
above the waterline when the ship is on the surface.
Interestingly, the Trumpeter painting guide does not mention that the
upper hull consists of two colours. They indicate you should simply
paint the upper half as dark gray. I have included a reference photo
which clearly shows the two colours.
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With the gray colour on, it was now that I realised that in fact it was
going to be best to lay down the top hull black, mask it and then paint
the grey. This was due to the masking that had to be done between the
black and gray. I always find it easier to mask the inside of tight curves,
rather than the outside.
So it was that I laid down the top black (after painting and masking
appropriately the white circular markers dispersed along the top of the
hull). Once this dried, I masked it off and retouched the gray to complete the major painting. I must admit, now I have the black to contrast
the dark gray against, I think the gray should have been darker. Perhaps with weathering this may be achievable. We'll see.
Next steps, gloss coat (Future), decals, panel lines, flat coat and finally
weathering. Today is Tuesday, its doubtful I'll have it ready for this Saturdays club meeting, but you never know :)
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Several light coats of Future polish (gloss coat) have been applied and
allowed a couple of hours to dry. The Trumpeter decals appear thin
enough, however I found that they need some decal softening solution
(I used Daco) to get them to conform to tricky shapes.
Observations about the decal markings is that the fonts used for the
ship number (ie 21) and the lettering for ‘PROJ‘ appear to be wrong
(when compared with reference pics). If you have the ability to create
your own or have a sheet of more accurate generic lettering, then I'd
suggest using it.
I've read several reviews by others making this model and they found
fault with Trumpeters decals for the masts. My opinion is that whilst the
colours are a bit bright, the overall effect is fine for 1/144.
I had doubts about the lightness of the gray I used. Now with the gloss
coat on, I am convinced that it is too light. I reckon it would need to be
mixed 50/50 with black to be about right. Oh well, live and learn.
Next steps: Leave decals to dry, seal decals with gloss coat, panel line
wash, flat coat and oil wash for weathering.
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Well, its all finished. A few late nights and some early mornings meant
I got it finished for the club meet on Saturday :) As you see it here, the
model has undergone several heavy washes of oil paint (Burnt Umber
+ Lamp Black) in order to tone down the problem I had with the lightness of the grey.
Even though you cannot tell anymore, I did perform a panel wash with
Neutral Gray (I didn't take any pics as this was during one of the late
night sessions). The neutral gray has long been hidden under the oil
washes unfortunately.
All in all, I'm reasonably happy with the end result. There are a bunch
of things I'd do differently if built another one. Luckily for you dear
reader, I've documented the nastiest of these in this article !!

Gary Wickham
http://www.scalespot.com
All content copyright Gary Wickham
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&'DNRWD$
Photos via Dick Hourigan
People often talk about THE colour scheme of an aircraft and lose sight
of the fact that markings can and often do change with time. Obviously
this trend has accelerated since W.W.II as airframes now stay in service much longer than the wooden and fabric covered airframes of the
pre 1940s. The attached photos (care of Dick Hourigan) illustrate the
markings on one airframe A65-121 and how they changed over the
years.
A65-121 was a C-47B with Manufacturer Serial Number (MSN) 33452
and USAAF serial 44-77120 which was delivered to the RAAF in
07/45. It was issued to 36 Squadron RAAF with the unit codes RE-R
plus callsign VH-RGI. Initially it was painted in the standard delivery

scheme for C-47s of Olive Drab/ Neutral Grey with White code letters
plus the callsign in Medium Sea Grey on the tailfin. Standard Blue/
White roundels and fin flashes also carried (see photo 1 taken at Kuching Borneo, in late 1945).
Sometime post W.W.II it was stripped to Natural Metal, the unit codes
RE-R and callsign VH-RGI now being marked in Black (note the repeat
of the last two letters of the callsign on the nose) plus a small Black
anti-glare panel. Standard wartime style Blue/ White roundels were still
carried as these did not start to change until 1948 (see photos 2 to 6
taken at various places in Aust and Japan).
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Photo 7 was taken while still with 36 Sqn in Japan post 1948 as the
roundels have now been changed to the postwar 'D' style. The airframe
was transferred to 481 Sqn, BCAIR (Japan) and finally 91 Wing which
controlled the various RAAF elements in Japan. Several of the airframes that were nominally on charge to 91 Wing according to the aircraft history cards were actually operated under the control of 77 Sqn
thus their unit markings on photos 8 and 9 taken in 1950.

gained the "Kangaroo' style of roundels and 'Royal Australian Air Force'
titles above the windows.
Thanks to Dick Hourigan for passing us an interesting batch of photos
to scan as it allows one to more fully appreciate just how much one
airframes markings can change over a period of time.

Later A65-121 was operated by 86 Wing (the main RAAF transport
organisation) and finally Base Sqn East Sale. It was sold to Indonesia
in 1970, operating with 14 Sqn AURI as P-505. The final photo (No 10
above) was taken at Richmond on 16 Sep 62. By this stage it had
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During the operations on Sicily in Aug/Sep 1943, 3 Sqn RAAF acquired
one each MC202 and MC205 fighters at Agnone Aerodrome. Apparently according to ex unit members the MC202 was in poor condition
when acquired and not used very much (we will probably have a look
at it next issue), the MC205 however received full 3 Squadron markings (CV-V) and was flown by a number of the more senior members
of the unit.
The colour scheme appears to be the common Macchi one of Green
(Verde Oliva Scuro) mottle over a Sand (Nocciola Chiaro) base on the
upper surfaces with Light Grey (Grigio Chiaro) lower surfaces. Standard RAF roundels in six positions (marked over the position of the
original Italian markings) plus fin flashes. The spinner is a dark colour
in later photos, probably having been repainted the standard Desert Air
Force Red I.D colour as it seems to match the Red in the fuselage
roundels.
Some drawings however (such as the one in an issue of Scale Aviation
Modeler International several years ago) show the spinner as being
camouflaged like the rest of the upper surfaces. This appears to be
correct for the airframe at the time of it's original capture as it can be
seen that way in several of the photos attached.
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Another interesting point is the colour of the fuselage band. It is always
shown as being White but it obviously does not match the White of the
code letters in the photos. Yellow would have been logical as that colour was often used on captured airframes but the band does not match
the Yellow of the roundels (very easy to see in those photos taken on
'ortho' film). I can only assume that the band is an Off White colour,
being older than the freshly painted codes.
The pilot shown in the cockpit in the photos (next page) is Flight Lieutenant Arthur Dawkins who flew this machine several times and supplied some of the photos here.

Acknowledgements
I would like to thank as always the following WWII vets who have allowed use of their photographic material : Arthur Dawkins, Jack Doyle
and Reg Moore. Thanks also to Dick Hourigan for supplying a number
of the other photos used from his collection and suggesting the idea for
this article. The drawing above (by Fred Harris) is from an early 1970's
issue of 'Modelcraft'.

by Steve Mackenzie and Dick Hourigan
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Macchi MC205, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-V, MM9377, Pilot: various, Sicily, Sep 1943.
Colour scheme appears to be the common Macchi one of Green (Verde Oliva Scuro) mottle over a Sand (Nocciola Chiaro) base on the upper
surfaces with Light Grey (Grigio Chiaro) lower surfaces. Standard RAF roundels in six positions (marked over the position of the original Italian
markings) plus fin flashes. The spinner is Red I.D colour at the time of the drawing. Codes are White with the fuselage band probably being a
dirty off white colour.
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In October 1981, Australia signed a contract for the provision of 75 F/A18 Hornet aircraft , of which 18 were two-seat aircraft configuration.
The first two aircraft were produced in the United States, with the remainder being assembled by the Government Aircraft Factories (GAF)
in Victoria, Australia.
The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) received it's first Hornet at
RAAF Base Williamtown's No. 2 Operational Conversion Unit (2.OCU)
in May 1985. 2.OCU commenced Hornet Pilot Training shortly after in
August 1985. As such, this year the RAAF will celebrate 20 years of
successful F/A-18 Hornet Operations.
F/A-18 Hornet A21-26, a single seat RAAF Hornet aircraft has been
painted in a celebratory ' Year of the Hornet ' anniversary paint
scheme. The commemorative design was decided by holding a RAAF
wide design competition. The winning design was initiated by Sergeant
David Turnbull, a current member of 77 Squadron located at RAAF
Base Williamtown.
Painting of the aircraft was undertaken in the Aerospace Coatings facility at the Boeing Aerospace Support Centre (BASC) - RAAF Base Amberley in February 2005. Now completed, the aircraft returned to RAAF
Base Williamtown on Tuesday 01 March 2005 before being officially
launched at the Avalon Air Show in Victoria on 15 March 2005 by the
Chief of Air Force, Air Marshal Angus G. Houston AO,AFC.
The colour scheme which obviously does not show that well here in B/
W consists of Dark Blue on the standard Grey scheme with Red/ White
stripes on the fuselage and Wings. The Kangaroos and their surrounding ‘Roundels’ are in a lighter shade of Blue. No doubt many colour
photos of this scheme will be published in the Press as a guide.
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The F/A-18 Hornet displays the 20th anniversary paint scheme of aircraft A21-26 displays the Hornet 20 year logo and the badges of the
Squadrons that fly the F/A-18 Hornet with the RAAF.
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In some photos here the F/A-18 Hornet which displays the 20th anniversary paint scheme is seen whilst performing an aerobatic display
over Tomaree Heads, NSW flown by SQNLDR Paul Simmons.

Air Commodore Mark Binskin, Commander Air Combat Group (ACG),
receives order of aircraft A21-26 from Mr. Bruce Hart, Business Development Manager, Military Aerospace Support (Williamtown) at RAAF
Williamtown in 0004.jpg. The other two photos show Commander Air
Combat Group, Air Commodore Mark Binskin, the aircraft's display pilot Squadron Leader Paul Simmons from No 2.OCU, and Air Marshal
Angus Houston AO,AFC Chief of Air Force at Avalon on 15th Mar.

Editor's Notes - Photos were downloaded from the undertook the
ADF Media Site and the large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide &
3.5 Mb files each in their original format) converted to a format more
suitable for this publication. Text is adapted from that on the ADF Media site (Steve).

References: Department of Defence – Media centre - "http://www.
defence.gov.au"

All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.
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6HYHUVN\6(9,Q6SDLQ
by Ley Reynolds
The Aircraft
Shortly after the 1917 February Revolution in Russia, the Provisional
Government sent a Naval Mission to the USA including Maj Alexander
Procofieff de Seversky, commander of Naval Fighter Aviation in the
Baltic and, despite the loss of a leg, the ranking ace of the Imperial Naval Air Service, with thirteen victories. The seizure of power by the Bolsheviks in October persuaded Seversky to stay in America, where he
earned his living as a test pilot, a consultant to the US Air Service, and
a propagandist for air power. In 1931, he established the Seversky Aircraft Corporation with designer Alexander Kartveli, a gifted Georgian
émigré who was able to adapt Seversky’s original but not always sound
concepts to a practicable form.
The Seversky SEV-3 Amphibian (c/n 301, registered NX2 106), was
rolled out on Long Island in June 1933. It was an aerodynamically
clean, rather portly, low-wing cantilever monoplane of all-metal, semimonocoque stressed-skin construction. The semi-elliptical one-piece
wing was of the multi-cellular, five-spar type, the stressed Alclad outer
skin being strengthened by reinforced corrugated sheet, and had
manually-operated split trailing-edge flaps. The radial engine was
housed in a wide-chord NACA cowling and drove a two-blade variable-

pitch propeller, while the pilot was protected by a Plexiglas canopy. The
centre of the fuselage contained a cabin with side windows for two people, above which was a transparent housing for entrance and egress.
The designation SEV-3 denoted that the aeroplane was equally at
home on land, water or in the air.
During the next two years the Seversky Amphibian, fitted with a series
of ever more powerful engines, became a familiar sight at rallies and
races in America, at which it broke seven world records and won,
among other things, the Thompson Trophy. On 15 September 1935 it
set a world speed record for amphibians at 230.4 mph.
In January 1937, the SEV-3 was sold to the Spanish Ambassador to
Mexico and flew to Mexico City. After almost a year it was shipped to
France and crossed into Spain in the first half of 1938, then being assigned to Grupo 71 of FARE and allegedly used for coastal patrols, although some reports suggest it was rarely flown. In March 1939, the
SEV-3 escaped from Catalonia only to overturn on landing at Banolas
on its way to France, then being abandoned and presumably destroyed.

The Model
Originally I had intended to base this conversion on the MPM P-35 kit,
but on assembling the various references I discovered that the Italeri
Re 2002 was almost identical in overall dimensions. As I had a couple
of these ‘in stock‘ this was the course I took.

I scratchbuilt the seats, instrument panel and cockpit ’internals‘ using
photos of a P-35 as a basis and sprayed them a silverish-grey. Panels,
trim wheel and the like were then picked out in black, white, red and
yellow. The new cowl and Cyclone engine came from the spares box
(Photo 3).

Alterations to the main components consisted of filling the wheel wells,
rescribing the control surfaces, removing the cowl and cutting away a
section of the rear fuselage top. I also added some internal structure to
the fuselage (Photo 2).

On the chance that I may build the SEV-3 in one of its other guises, I
built a core for the undercarriage 'trousers'; from plasticard, made an
RTV mould and cast two examples in resin. The outer faces were then
sheeted with thin plasticard I also cast the cowl for the same reason.
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I now had the main components (Photo 4), which were assembled,
joints filled, sanded and primed. It became obvious that very little of the
cockpit details would be visible. To partially alleviate this, the kit transparencies were cut into sections and the sliding canopies made from
acetate and assembled in the open position. The model was now
washed, masked and ready for painting.

repaired.

As with many Republican aircraft, details of the colour scheme of the
SEV-3 are unclear. Verbal reports speak of a medium blue colour overall - and no photos of the aircraft have survived. I settled for applying
USN Intermediate Blue, red wing and fuselage bands and red/yellow/
purple rudder strips, with sections of the Mexican registration, XA-ABG,
still visible where not overpainted. At this stage final details such as D/
F loop, wheels, exhausts and pitot were added and any paint blemishes

References

Reports on the armament of the SEV-3 are contradictory, so I settled
for a WWI Austro-Hungarian machine gun in the rear cockpit. As the
aircraft was reportedly little used, weathering and exhaust stains were
kept to a minimum.

‘Aircraft of the Spanish Civil War 1936 – 39‘ by Gerald Howson
‘Aviacien Mundial en Espana 1936 - 39‘ by J. Miranda & P. Mercado
‘P-35 Mini in Action‘ - Squadron Signal
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ARH#1 was assembled in France in February 2003. Ground testing began in October 2003 and maiden flight of this aircraft occurred on 20
February 2004. ARH#1 was used in Jun-Jul 04 to conduct firing tests in
France for certification of the 70mm rocket system and the laser ranger
finder/designator for Hellfire Missiles. This aircraft was delivered to the
Australian Aerospace Facilities at Brisbane on 24 November 2004 with
official hand over to the Australian Defence Force and Army Aviation
Corps occurring on 15 December at Oakey, QLD.
These photos of the Tiger ARH (Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter)
A38-001 were taken while it was on show at Russell Offices Canberra
on 10 March 2005. Now all you have to do is find the appropriate Revell
kit (not always easy at the moment) and add the local colour scheme
plus the correct armament combination (I believe the kit does not have
exactly the same as our version out of the box).
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Editor's Notes - Photos were downloaded from the ADF Media Site
and the large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files
each in their original format) converted to a format more suitable for
this publication. (Steve)

References: Department of Defence – Media centre - "http://www.
defence.gov.au"
Further photos (of ARHs A38-001 and 002) can be found at the ADF
serials site "http://www.adf-serials.com/3a38.shtml" and at “www.
Airliners.net“
All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.
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Fairey Barracuda Mk III with ASV Radar Mk X
Scale: 1/72nd
Special Hobby Kit
Quick History
The Fairey Barracuda was designed in response to Admiralty specification S 24/37 of 1937 for a carrier borne monoplane torpedo bomber,
intended to replace the existing Fairey Albacore and Swordfish biplanes then in service with the Royal Navy in that role. After 35 production Barracuda Mk I had left the line, production switched to the Mk II,
with more powerful RR Merlin 32 engine and ASV Mk II N radar, a total
of 1,670 aircraft being produced in that configuration. From early 1944,
825 Barracuda Mk III were produced, having the ASV Mk X radar location dome under the fuselage. Final versions of the aircraft were the
Griffon powered Mk IV (7 produced) and the MK V (30 produced, all
post-war).
Perhaps the most famous action of the war involving the Barracuda
was when 827 NAS unsuccessfully attacked the German Battleship
Tirpitz with torpedoes with their Barracuda Mk II's in 1944 (losing most
of their number in the raid to flak), before RAF 9 and 617 Sqns flattened the ship with "Tallboy" and "Grand Slam" bombs in late 1944.
The Kit
64 cleanly moulded injection plastic parts in the usual grey polystyrene,
6 very clean and very clear parts for the canopy and fuselage windows
and 18 nicely cast resin parts, instructions and a rather large decal
sheet covering 3 colour schemes are what makes the box rattle. The
kit is a reissue (with additions), of the MPM Barracuda kit, and does
include the original bent pipe exhausts, which are marked with the
usual X (chuck into spares box immediately) on the instructions.
Assembly
Stages 1,2, 3 and 4 are all cockpit interior subassemblies, mainly plastic and apart from a wee tad of flash removal here and there, no problems will be encountered if you take your time with them. I'd suggest
painting them and adding whatever detail you see fit as you go - I had
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already built one of these kits and added seatbelts, but once the canopy is on, you can barely see them…I therefore decided that "built as
box" would do for the second kit.
Stage 5 is assembling the cockpit sub assemblies into one fuselage
half, paint the inside first though ! It should be black overall, I used
Humbrol 32 dark grey, when dry, washed with flat black and highlighted
with a drybrush of Citadel Miniatures Fortress Grey - once the fuselage
is assembled and the canopy on, it looks a very faded, weatherbeaten
black, so it'll do me ! I left all the fuselage side windows (parts C2, C3,
C5 C6) off at this stage, they can be safely left off until construction
and painting is complete, given their size, its much easier to mask the
holes from inside than mask the windows themselves before spraying !
You also get to fit the main gear wheel bay inserts at this stage, they fit
rather well, but you may need to deepen the clearance notches in the
cockpit floor, rather than thin the back of the inserts - given the soft, file
clogging nature of the parts, its far simpler deepening the floor
notches with a knife I can tell you !
Stage 6 is the airframe assembly, the tailplanes attach at 90" and will
need a bit of flash removal all round and a bit of filling at their roots after attachment. The nose radiator front and surround are no problem
and very little filling/filing will be found necessary. I left the prop spinner
and rear plate (resin part D4 and plastic part A15) off deliberately (its
much easier assembling a complete prop than putting bits of it on as
you go along) I also binned the prop shaft retaining ring (part A5) at
this stage - I don't believe in non-removable props on my models !
The wings gave trouble on both kits, both needed thinning along their
trailing edges and both needed careful filing to get them on at the correct 90 degree (no dihedral) angle to the fuselage. Both needed a bit of
filler right round (and that's another good reason I left the fuselage windows off - it would make sanding round the wing roots well nigh impossible without damaging the windows !
Stage 7 is underfuselage and underwing detail. Tailplane struts were
no problems, bar a touch of flash removal, they fitted perfectly first go.
Arrestor hook assembly, again no problems, I glued the frame on and
when it was dry, I superglued the hook onto it in situ. The underwing
fences (parts B7), were only a problem in the removal from sprue and
flash trimming phase, once free of flash and sprue, they fitted without

problems. Sorting out which was which of the flap attachments
caused a bit of head scratching, a lot of parts had been removed from
the sprues by then and the things look rather alike ! Eventually it was
sorted and then the "fun" started … The flaps, if attached as per instructions are (according to "those who know") too far to the rear of the
wing.

vided you take your time.

There's all sorts of solutions to the problem, according to which magazine or reviewer you read. After a temporary fitting and comparison
with photos (to make sure it was something which did appear wrong to
my eyes), I opted for MY solution and glued the flaps onto the bottom
of the struts so that the slots in the flaps end just in front of where I attached the flaps to the struts. You could also lengthen the slots by
about half their distance again… I did think about that option, but it
would make the flaps look rather silly, with slots running past half their
width ! After that, I left the whole lot overnight to set solid The flaps
may be thus mounted very slightly too low on my kits, but they do look
ok when compared to photographs !

1) DSG/Sky from 750 NAS, based at St Merryn, Cornwall in 1951, during the great Barracuda renaissance, where the aircraft were enjoying
a second lease on life as trainers for Naval and RAF Air/Sea rescue
Radar operators.

Stage 8 is the rest of the underside details. I found that by trimming
the bump off parts B20 and B22 and drilling a hole where the bump
had been, the main gear legs fitted a lot easier and better. The gear
itself isn't at all hard to assemble, it's the instruction diagrams which
make it look a tangle, but a few minutes studying the diagrams with
the parts ready to go in front of you will sort things easily at this stage.
Watch how you handle the oleo scissors (parts B19), they're thin and
they had a lot of flash on them in my two kits. I managed to get them
cleaned up without breaking or slicing into any of them, but do be careful ! Main gear doors have to be sliced into two parts each, but thankfully, it's a straight line cut and there's an etched line right along the
cut, so you can rock a knife blade through and along the line easily.
The radar dome (resin part D11 attaches here and the instructions
give no precise location for it, in both my kits I held it in position where
it fitted properly and drew an outline round it, removed the part, added
superglue and attached it inside the outline.. Problem solved and the
positioning looks fine when compared to photos in my possession !
Stage 9 is the final topside details, watch how you remove the exhaust
stacks (resin parts D9 and D10) from their casting block, its too dang
easy to ding the pipes because of the curve they have (and don't look
too hard at the front end of my DSG/Sky one !). This is where I assembled the prop and filled the cockpit full of damp tissue paper before
painting. There's nothing to be afraid of, its an easy final stage, pro-

Colour Scheme Options
There's 3 here to choose from, each is provided with decals on the kit
sheet

2) Midnight Blue overall with white letters/codes from HMS Illustrious's
Shipboard VIP Flight in 1948, when the ship was visiting Oslo, Norway.
3) A rather drab EDSG/Dark Slate Grey/Sky aircraft from 810 NAS in
1945 at the very end of WW2.
My first kit was finished as scheme 1, using Tamiya and Gunze acrylics and after seeing the colour scheme options given in the kit, I raced
out and purchased another to do the aircraft in scheme 2 (had to have
a Midnight Blue one !)
The decals worked as usual from Special Hobby, (no problems at all),
over a coat or three of floor polish, then another coat of floor polish to
seal them in when dry, and a coat of Gunze clear flat on the DSG/Sky
one to finish off. The Midnight blue example was finished with a coat of
Gunze clear - as a VIP flight job, she'd have been "bulled up" whenever she was aboard and not in use !
Once all paint was dry, the masking was removed and the windows
fitted with PVA from the outside of the fuselage, and surprisingly no
problems were encountered with the rear pair on either kit, they settled
flush into their holes quite easily without drama, the main canopy was
then attached and when the PVA dried, my favourite fine brush was
used to paint the framing. The Port wing landing light cover fitted perfectly on both kits after some slight flash removal.
Recommended - Highly, apart from some minor flash removal it's a
wee ripper !

Matthew Ward
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High Planes Models - Canberra B(I)8
Scale: 1/72nd
MSRP Price - A$50

Two etched brass frets provide the ejection seat firing handles and
aerials and two examples each of vacform canopy and nose glazings
are provided.
The instructions have colour detail photos of the cockpit and camouflage schemes which are -

Following hard on their excellent Canberra B.20, High Planes Models
(HPM) have re-released the kit as a B(I).8. You get the 14 crisply
moulded short run components in their usual pale blue plastic of the
B.20 plus 25 cleanly moulded resin parts to complete the conversion,
which requires a minor amount of cutting and filling, all cleverly shown
in the instruction sheet.

1) XM277 of 16 Squadron RAF in 1972 &
2) WT365 of 88 Squadron RAF in 1960.

High Planes Models - Red Baron 1979

the Michelob Light 1979 scheme. Every logo, flag, sign written panel
and number is provided, all with amazing clarity. Location is simplified
by the full colour illustrations in the instructions.

Scale: 1/72nd
MSRP Price - A$14

The decals include a plethora of stenciling.
This kit is recommended.

Thanks to High Planes for the review sample.
This kit is recommended.

This is a new release of the kit of the Griffon 74 powered, much modified Mustang in it's ultimate colour scheme, consisting of 27 short run
plastic components, resin wheels, tailwheel and undercarriage bay,
white metal main gear legs and vacform canopy.

These two Reviews by Ley Reynolds

Some of the main parts exhibit a little flash, and as with all short run
kits assembly required a modicum of trimming and filling to obtain a
perfect fit. Generally however the fit of parts is quite good.
External detailling is by way of fine engraved lines - in my opinion those
for the control surfaces should be somewhat deeper - adequate cockpit
detailing is provided (the crystal clear canopy is quite small).
The highlight of the kit is the colourful comprehensive decal sheet for
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Blohm & Voss BV 155 B
Scale: 1/72nd
Special Hobby Kit
Quick History
Messerschmitt started design on a carrier borne interceptor in 1942, for
use aboard Germany's intended carrier "Graf Zeppelin", which was under construction at the time. After construction of the carrier was cancelled, Messerschmitt considered redeveloping the aircraft to a Luftwaffe requirement for a fast single seat bomber, capable of carrying a
single 2,205 lb bomb, a longer tailwheel leg was fitted to obtain ground
clearance for the bomb. When the proposal was rejected, Messerschmitt then decided to redevelop the aircraft as a high altitude fighter.
In August 1943, The Luftwaffe Technical Office decided that Blohm
and Voss were to take over the design. Following that decision, bitter
rivalry developed between Messerschmitt and Blohm and Voss, which
resulted in Messerschmitt offering Blohm and Voss no help or design
drawings whatsoever. Dr Richard Vogl of Blohm and Voss redesigned
the aircraft, which first flew on September 1 1944, work continued on
further refining the design until Allied forces over-ran the Blohm and
Voss factory in April 1945. Post war, the aircraft went to the RAE at
Farnborough and was flight tested by RAF test pilots for a short while,
before being scrapped, another incomplete prototype of the aircraft
survives at the Smithsonian Institute in the USA.
The Kit
45 injection plastic parts, 8 nicely cast resin parts and 2 vacformed
canopies plus instructions and decal sheet make up the package. Everything is very nicely done and the plastic is of the usual soft but brittle
type associated with this manufacturer's kits.
Assembly
Stages 1-3 are all cockpit interior, there's resin parts in addition to the
plastic, no problems will be encountered, provided time and due care
are taken. It all does assemble well and looks the goods with some
careful painting.
Stage 4 is the fuselage assembly around the completed cockpit, I left
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the long tailwheel leg off at this stage, experimentation proving that it
could easily be fitted at the very end of construction, making its preservation in undamaged state far more certain.
Stages 5-8 are wing assembly, I didn't fit plastic part C1, the central
underside section, until everything was else was complete and I was
ready to assemble the wings to the fuselage in stage 9. Doing the job
that way made it far easier to adjust things at the fuselage and get a
good joint at the wing roots without filler being needed. A small amount
of filler was then found necessary at the outboard ends of the part,
where it joins the underwing radiators. The filling was thus confined to
where it could be easily got at for sanding purposes, without the compound curves at the wing root entering into the equation !
Stage 9 is airframe assembly - wings and tailplanes to the fuselage. I
assembled the wing to the fuselage as explained above. The tailplanes
needed a small amount of trimming at their roots to ensure proper fit.
No filler was used at this stage, apart from the already mentioned outboard ends of the wing centre section. Do ensure the correct 90 degree
dihedral of the tailplane joint, a few seconds while the glue set was all I
found necessary to accomplish the task.
Stages 10 and 11 are the main undercarriage assembly, and it's a very
easy job. Due to the clean moulding of the small number of parts involved, it all fell together like a bought one for me. The doors are
moulded in one piece, needing to be separated into 3 parts, but there
are very deeply etched lines to aid your knife blade in the task, and
again, no problems were encountered.
Stage 12 is final assembly, the only item to be wary of at this stage is
the canopy, which must be freed from its vacform surround (and you
do get two of them in case of disaster). I used a small pair of straight
bladed scissors for the job and as usual, didn't have a problem, I've
never lost a vacform canopy or had to use the second one - yet ! The
prop is assembled from two, two bladed parts which are notched on
their central crossbars. Much easier than assembling 4 separate
blades onto a resin spinner ! No problems were encountered with the
assembly, but a tad of filler was needed in a couple of places between
spinner and its backing plate. I then added the long tailwheel leg to finish the job.
With construction thus ended, its onto paint and decals !

Being a prototype, there's only one option in the kit, the machine flown
at the Blohm and Voss works at Finkerwalde in 1944. The instructions
recommend a splinter scheme of RLM 81 Braunviolet over RLM 82
Light Green, with RLM 76 on all undersurfaces and extending about
half way up the fuselage. I accordingly sprayed mine in the recommended scheme, using Gunze Acrylics throughout. Gunze's RLM 81
Braunviolet represents the colour at the greener end of its many colour
tones and I have no complaints about that either.

floor polish, no setting or softening agents being needed. Another coat
of floor polish to seal them in was followed when dry, by a coat of
Gunze clear flat and another little known prototype had joined the collection.
Highly recommended for the prototype enthusiast and Luftwaffe enthusiast alike - this one did fly, its not yet another "Luft 46" effort.

Matthew Ward
Decals are again only for the prototype and went on well over a coat of

IPMS NSW Book Review
Steve Mackenzie Review
The Vital Factor: A History of the 2/6th Australian Armoured Regiment 1941-1946

IPMS NSW

Author - Paul Handel

March 2005

This is the latest book by Australian AFV historian (and Modeller - he is
a member of AMMS) Paul Handel (author of the excellent "Sand, Dust
and Jungle: A History of Australian Armour 1927-1948"), which tells the
story of the 2/6th Australian Armoured Regiment and it's battles in
W.W.II.
This unit undertook the first use of tanks by Australian forces in the
South-West Pacific during the battles at Buna/Gona (late '42 to early
'43). The unit's M3 Stuart tanks supported infantry attacks against
strong Japanese defences in that area. Although the Stuarts were not
really ideal for this type of Infantry support (the better armoured Matilda
was specifically designed as an 'I' tank), this armoured support was
crucial in these actions, and was indeed described in one post-battle
report as "the vital factor".
While this book is more historical in nature and not designed as a
'modeller's' book, it is a well-illustrated book with 444 pages. There are
many photos of the Stuarts during the battles against the Japanese at
Buna/Gona and Sanananda. Also covered are the Stuarts and Grants
used after the unit's return to Australia in 1943, plus particularly interesting is coverage of trials with two M24 'Chaffee' tanks under jungle
conditions in 1945.
While many of these photos of the tanks in action in New Guinea can
be found in the online photographic database of the Australian War Memorial, there are other images included that are not as well known.
There are also photographs of the "B" vehicles (trucks and the like)
with the photos being generally well printed at a fairly large size enabling a fair amount of detail to be seen.
This is a good book, being well written by an experienced author who
knows his subject in detail and is highly recommended.
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Red Roo Models Decals
Catalogue: Refer to text.
Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - two 4 view colour C&M
instructions (4 sides - very well done), plus one decal sheet.

Price: varies - see text
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Good instructions.

Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
enhancement of models of these subjects.
RRD4839 - 1/48 scale Bristol Bulldog Mk II, RAAF late 1930s
$14.10.
Also available in 1/72 as RRD7241 - 1/72 scale Bristol
Bulldog Mk II, RAAF late 1930s $10.80
This sheet gives you the markings and serials to do the colour scheme
for either Bulldog A12-1 or 2 (they are essentially the same apart from
the serial). Roundels are included for one machine, so a choice has to
be made of which one is constructed.
Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi view drawings
(4 angles) of both subjects, with details of prop colourings plus a photo
of A12-1. Detailed application instructions for the decals are also included
All sets are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - "redroo@bigpond.net.au"
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150

Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copy!

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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John Lever Publications
Review by Steve Mackenzie
John Lever self publishes an expanding series of publications under
the ‘RAAF Books’ imprint. These books are commercially printed and
soft bound and give an interesting insight into various aspects of the
RAAF in W.W.II. John made his name with a series of books on the
different O.T.Us that operated in Australia (still available - see his website), but is now starting to branch out into other aspects as per the two
books reviewed here.

Fairey Battle in the RAAF
By John Lever
This is the largest of the books that John Lever has self published to
date, with a total of 192 pages in all. This book is a history of the type
in Australian Service with 1, 2 & 3 BAGS (Bombing and Air Gunnery
School) and later AGS (Air Gunnery School) where they were used
variously for training Bombardiers and Gunners with a large proportion
of airframes being outfitted as Target Tugs to tow drogues for gunnery
training. There are a large number of photos showing colour scheme
and marking details and a listing of all airframes with service details.
The only real downside that I can see is that there are too many photos
that attempt to show the types that the Gunnery candidates graduated
onto later. These are not really worth the effort being either very common photos that appear in many books or not really showing useful
info. The book could have used a bit of judicious pruning which could
have cut about 20 pages from the total without losing anything on the
story of the RAAF Battles.

lian/ Pacific theatre. It also covers 1 & 2 M.E.A.Us which provided
medical personnel to care for patients being evacuated on aircraft
(usually not specialist Ambulance types) operated by other units.
There is a lot of very good material (many photos etc) in this one. It
covers the very miscellaneous mixture of types that were used by
these units which in the case of 2 A.A.U was scattered throughout Australia and New Guinea in small self contained attachments. Includes
some good photos of how the stretchers were carried internally on several types of airframes. Highly recommended, available from John
Lever (see details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price
A$30.00 direct from John (including postage).
>BTW ignore the Yellow streaks through the cover on the scan of this
book above. They are not there on the real book, it was just my scanner being funky for some reason when I scanned the cover - Steve.
Both these books are available from John Lever (raafbooks.com):
Email – ‘info@raafbooks.com‘
Website: www.raafbooks.com
Address: J.A. Lever
C/- Post Office
Koorlong. Victoria. 3501

If you have web access, easiest thing is to print out the two pages from
the order form (available on the website), and send the filled in form
along with payment direct to John at the address above.

Reviews by Steve Mackenzie

That aside the book is very good value at the price it is available direct.
Highly recommended for coverage of the subject, available from John
Lever (see details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price
A$38.00 MSRP or A$30.00 direct from John (including postage).

RAAF Air Ambulance and Medical Air Evacuation Units
1940-1946
By John Lever
This is smaller than the Battle book with a total of 132 pages in all. This
is a very different book in style to the one above, being a history of 1 A.
A.U (Air Ambulance Unit) in the Middle East and 2 A.A.U in the Austra-
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Display Models Sep & Nov,
Jan & Feb 2004/5 Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does
not have all the photos comprising the models from the Sep & Nov 2004
and Jan & Feb 2005 meetings which are on the Electronic (CD) version.
This sample is all I can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to
reproduce them.
In addition Gary Wickham has volunteered to take a selection of photos at
each meeting for use on the Club's new website at 'www.ipmsnsw.org' .
There are many more photos available for perusal at the Club’s website
listed above.
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